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Chelmer Valve Company 
for 

Audio Valves • 

Audio valves with famous Brand Names of yesteryear such as MULLARD, MOV, GEC, RCA etc., are in very 
limited supply and their scarcity also makes them very expensive. 

W e at Chelmer Valve Company however provide high quality alternatives to these old makes. We have over 
30 years experience in the supply of electronic valves of all types and during this time have establshed close 

ties with factories and sources worldwide. 
Elor high fidelity use we further process valves from these sources using our specially developed facilities. After 

rigorous testing - including noise, hum, microphony, post burn-in selection and matching as needed - we offer 
this product as CVC PREMIUM valves. 

A selection of the more popular types is listed here. 

Price list & Order Form for CVC PREMIUM Audio Valves 

UNIT PRICE QTY. TOTAL PRICE UNIT PRICE QTY. TOTAL PRICE 

PRE-AMP VALVES 
ECC81/12AST7 5.00 

CARRIED FORWARD.... 

RECTIFIERS 
GZ33 4.50 ECC82/12AU7 4.00 

ECC83/12AX7 5.00 GZ34/5AR4 4.50 

ECC85 4.00 5U4G 5.00 

ECC88 5.00 5Y3GT 3.20 

EF86 4.00 5Z4GT 3.50 

E81CC (GOLD PIN) 6.00 

SOCKETS 

B9A (PCB) 1.60 

E82CC (GOLD PIN) 6.00 

E83CC (GOLD PIN) 6.00 

E88CC (GOLD PIN) 7.00 B9A (CHASSIS) 1.60 

E8OF 9.00 OCTAL (CHASSIS) 1.75 

E83F 5.50 4 PIN (UX4) 3.00 

6SL7GT 4.00 4 PIN (FOR 211 & 845) 11.00 

6SN7GT 4.20 

MATCHING CHARGES •   

POST & PACKING 

TOTAL EXC. VAT 

VAT 6 17112% (ECC) 

TOTAL TO PAY 

3.00 (UK) 

£ 

6922 5.00 

POWER VALVES 

2A3 (4PIN) 14.00 

2A3 (OCTAL) 14.00 

211 22.00 

300B 50.50 

811A 9.50 

845 29.90 

EL34/6CA7 7.50 

" MATCHING, if required; state valve types & if PAIRS, 

QUADS or OCTETS - Allow £1.00 per valve for this service. 

EL84J6BQ5 4.00 

E84U7189A 5.10 

KT66 9.20 

Make CHEQUES payable to: 

'CHELMER VALVE COMPANY or pay by 

ACCESS/MASTERCARD/VISA, give details: 

KT88 12.50 

KT88 (GOLDQ) 18.50 

6L6GC 6.50 

6L6WGC/5881 8.00 

6V6GT 5.00 

6146B 10.20 Signature Expiry  

Name  

Address  

  Post Code  

6336A 30.00 

6550A 11.00 

6550-A 13.50 

7581A 11.00 

TOTAL CARRIED FORWARD 

Valves amplifiers sound better still with CVC PREMIUM valves!  

130 New London Road. Chelmsford. Essex CM2 ORG, England. Telephone: (0245) 355296/265865 Fax: (0245) 490064 
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Contents 
KIT NEWS 
All that's new on the DIY hi-fi scene this month. 

KLS3 THREE-WAY LOUDSPEAKER 
Using high technology carbon fibre cone drive units we've designed a 
super clean soundinethree-way floorstanding loudspeaker. With high 
sensitivity and even impedance, it is ideal for low power, high quality solid 
state or valve amplifiers. 

AUDAX DRIVE UNITS 

Want to get your hands on the latest drive unit technology? Well nere's 
your chance. There are ten SU per drive units to choose from including 
Carbon Fibre, High Definition Aerogel (HDA), and doped paper, as well 
as three scft dome tweeters. 

BOOK REVIEWS 
This month we take a look at a reprint of an original classic, and a new 
book on solid state electronics. 

THE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER 
Reprinted from articles in Wirele;s World 

THE ART OF LINEAR ELECTRONICS 
By John Linsley-Hood 

CLASS A HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER 
Following numerays let-e-s from readers about the circuit for a single-
ended, Class A headene amplifier, published with Richard Brice's April 
column, we've decided to give you full construction details. 

DIY LETTERS 
This monta we tackle a range of letters including some practical advice 
from a reader who's built our KLS I loudspeaker. 
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DESIGN SUPER- FI 
HALCYON 

ELECTRONICS 
Test equipment, video monitors, amateur radio gear, printers, power supplies, 
communications, disk drives, multimeters, oscilloscopes, scientific instruments, 

connectors, component bridges, frequency counters, signal generators, computers. 

QUAD 303 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIERS £95 
DAWE 1405D SOUND LEVEL METER 13008(A) £95 
'ANTIQUE" WOODEN BOX TEST EQUIPMENT FOR 
CALLERS 
CITOH CX6000 A4 PLOTTER 6 PEN CENT)RS232 £135 
TETRONIX 4662 A3 PLOTTER 1- PEN GPIB/RS232 £175 
130VA TORROIDAL TRANSFORMERS, UNIVERSAL 
PRIMARIES, 20 18V SECONDARIES £11.75 
50VA TORROIDAL TRANSFORMERS. UNIVERSAL 
PRIMARIES, 2x 20V SECONDARIES £9.75 
PAPER BLOCK CAPACITORS, VARIOUS 
HI-VOLTAGE ELECTROLYTICS 
RESISTORS. CONNECTORS LEADS, SWITCHES, RELAYS FTC 
CUR DECADE BOXES (ROY £15 
SAFEBLOCS £11.50 
INSTRUMENT CASES/RACKS. VARIOUS POU 
LEADER LBO-9C ALIGNMENT SCOPE 2mV/10kHz £249 
DYNAMMCO 07100 SINGLE TRACE 10MHz SCOOP 
WITH LINE FINDING 8 PICTURE MONITOR FACILITIES £99 
SCOPEX 4S6 6MHz SINGLE TRACE £95 
TEKRONIX 2215 60MHz 2 TRACE DEL T/8 f450 
TEKTRONIX 4530 50MHz 2 TRACE DEL T/B £249 
H P 8405A VECTOR V/METER 1GHz £595 
TELEQUIPMENT 0610 10MHz DUAL TRACE sosa £99 
SELABS SM111 18NHz DUAL TRACE £129 
TELEOUIPMENT 067A 25MHz 27 DEL T/B £215 
H.P 1700A 35MHZ DUAL TRACE £249 
HITACHI VC 8015 10MHz DIGITAL STORAGE £345 
H P 1340 X Y DISPLAY £149)0ERTLING V20 SINGLE PAN 
BALANCES IMG - 200G £69 
ANALYTICAL BALANCES WITH WEIGHTS 250GM £69 
VACUUM PUMPS 1 5 8 28.0. £125 8 £149 
KINGSHILL NS 1540 15V PSU'S CASED AS NEW £195 
ACRON 402P SYNCHRROISING PULSE GEN 8 605P 
ENCODER £375(x £595», 
RADIOMETER BKF6 01ST. METER 20Hz - 20KHz POA 
MAROON' TF2330 WAVE ANALYSER 20Hz - 50KHz £149 
H.P 5315A 1GHz F/CTR. OPTS 1,283 £595 
LYONS D10 DISTORTION METER f95 

PENNY 8 GILES FADERS 11100 8 021903/1 £6 
AVO MULTI-MINOR MKS (1 ONLY) £49 
CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS .15-2KW POA 
COMARC 2303 MV SOURCES. DUAL RANGE £49 
MARCONI TF1370A LF OSC 10Hz - MHz SIN/SO £49 
MARCONI TF2331 DISTORTION FACTOR METER £175 
MARCONI TF2337A AUTO DISTORTION METER £195 
MARCONI TF2343 OUANTIZATION DISTORTION 
METER £49 
MICRO/MILLIVOLT METERS 9.0( £17 S 
SIGNAL GENERATORS, VARIOUS. 1Hz - 1GHz, 
SINE/SOUARE/TRIANGLE, Fr , MOW f19 
TRANSISTOR TESTERS MOW £19 
FREQUENCY COUNTERS (000 £49 

AVO 8Mk5 MULTIMETERS f85 
AVO 8Mk6MULTIMETERS £99 
GOERZ 39 MULTIMETERS £79 
INSULATION TESTERS (ow £44 
BENCH DIGITAL MULTIMETERS (Kw £129 
600 8 75 OHM ATTENUATORS .041 f15 
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS POA 
PM6456 FM STEREO GENERATOR £175 
CARDIAC RECORDERS LTD MINIGRAPH 
TYPE 123 POA 
GOULD 2400 4- PEN CHART RECORDER £195 
X-Y-RECORDERS A3 804 FROM £35 - £139 
7SEG 12" 89" DISPLAYS DIGITEX/SIGNALEX £15 8 £10 
MARCONI TF2300 FMAM MODULATION METER £195 
MCKENZE 7 DAY TEMP/FIUMDITY RECORDER 
FEEDBACK SS0603 1MHZ SINE/SQ OSC £125 
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS VARIOUS POA 
WAYNE KERR CT492 LCR BRIDGE f79 
AVO 8151 LCR & 0 BRIDGE £195 
MARCONI TF2701 LCR BRIDGE £125 
MARCONI 7F2700 LCR BRIDGE £195 
MARCONI TF1313 LCR BRIDGE 0 25% £95 
AVO CZ457/S COMPONENT COMPARATOR LCR £95 
LEVEL TM68 MICRO V-METER 450MHz £95 
LEVEL TM38 MICRO V-METER 3MHz £85 

LIST AVAILABLE 1000'S OF UNLISTED BARGAINS FOR CALLERS. ALL PRICES EXC. 
OF P&P AND VAT, QUALITY ELECTRONICS EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED 

HALCYON ELECTRONICS 
_ — 423. KINGSTON ROAD. WIMBLEDON CHASE LONDON SW20 8JR 

SHOP HOURS 9 - 5.30 MON-SAT. TEL 081-542 6383. FAX 081-542 0340 

BANDOR 
Miniature Loudspeakers 

The sound of excellence 

84NPOUVF 20 
and 

& X( 30 

Assembled 
Bandoline 30 
30Hz -20KHz 
size 
48x 13 x 8.5 in 
122 x 33 x 21.16 cm 

Transmission line kits designed to exploit 
the unique acoustical performance of 
BANDOR musical loudspeakers which 
are the product of 35 years experience 
humidity proof. 
Anodised, curvilinear aluminium cones are 
assembled by hand into robust chassis 
fitted with powerful magnets. Long-throw, 
low distortion bass drivers for clean deep 
bass. THE ULTRA LINEAR DRIVER 
(see brochure for xmas). Complementary 
treble section with fast transient response 

and wide bandwidth, covers 2/3rd o f 
spectrum frequency allowing low crossover 
point - below 200Hz. 

Free technical details and prices from 

Bandor 
Design and Development Studio 
11 Penfold Cottages 
Penfold Lane 
Holmer Green 
Bucks HP15 6XR 
Tel. &Fax (0494) 714058 

With our book of ready-made tables 
covering high-end hi-fi design, including: 

horn loaded loudspeakers, ported speakers 

and closed speakers (from matchbox sized 

to bigger than a bus) and single ended valve 

amplifier design such as gain, 3dB points, 

distortion, output power & PSUs. 200 page 

A4 handbook only £ 10 inc P&P from 

NUMERICAL DATA SUPPLIES 
44 NORGATE RD, NORWICH NR4 7BT 

OWTER 
TRANSFORMERS 

Sowter Transformers have been used by the Professional Audio 

Market throughout the world for at least the last twenty - five 

years. 

Using modern technology and Computer Aided Design we are 

now able to offer a complete design and manufacture service. 

Our current lists show a range of over 50 output. 70 power 

transformers and nearly 30 chokes. 

E. A. SOWTER LTD 
P.O. BOX 36, Ipswich IPl 2EL 

Tel: 0473 252794. Fax: 0473 236188 SEND S. A. E. FOR DETAILS. 

TOP QUALITY AUDIO TUBES 
from West Europe/USA. 

We have 1 million valves/tubes in stock including vintage and high quality audio types. Please enquire 
for any type not listed below. 

283 Chinese £15 16 

5604. refer to GZ34/GZ37 
5C-450A £295 OD 
5R4GY.RCA 0498 
5U4G W European so 99 
5Y3WGTA Sylvania £3 99 

6ASIG Russian II 38 
6840 Amencan f33 25 
BH6 RCA £2 19 
6C3XEi Rosman £23 70 
6CG7 Mazda fit 32 
6E017 refer to ECC88 

6L6GC GE USA £14 63 
6L6GC Russian 5881£65 
6L6GC ECG Philips £18 62 

6SL7GT STC UK f 5 99 
6SN7GT STC UR f 6 Se 
6V6GT STC UK £3 45 

6)(4 UK MOD £2 39 
12870. refer to CV4024/ECC81 
12AT7SVC Sylvan. £3 92 
12AU7.refer to ECC82 
12AX7WA Russon £2 75 

12067988 ECG Philips £9 99 
1281178 SyhoreaRICA £10 97 

12E1 STC ITT UK £13.30 
1303 CV 4068 £5 99 
13E1 SOC UK £133 00 
8502 Mulled £5 98 
21133 £42 56 

3008 Chtnese £S3 13 
805 Uneed USA £a3 25 
807 RCA 929 
811A Russian £10 40 
845 Chinese £36 00 
4212e STC UK £12000 

5687 USA £5 99 
5751 USA £6 50 

S881/6L6WGB Russon fit 25 
6189 Manta £5 99 
6201. refer to £24024 
6922 Sovteck £4.30 
6550 Sovlecli £12 00 
6550 Chinese £12 36 
6550A GE USA1991 £29 00 
CV4003 Mulard £7 31 
CV4004 Mullord £15 53 

C54024 Willard UK £7 65 
CV4085 refer to 1186 
DG7-32 Tungsrum £28 80 

E112CC refer to CV4003 
FMCC refer to 17AX /WA 
FCC9 1 :if 012 

BILLINGTON EXPORT LIMITED 

ECC82 Mollard Oit 
ECC83 Riostan 
ECC85 Tuestram 
FCC138 Russian 
[GCBS Multard UK 
ECL82 
ECL86 Mollard 
1106 GEC UK C114085 

6106 Russian 
61804S AEG 
ELSA Chrnese 
ELBA Mulled 
ELM Tungsrarn 

ELBA GE USA 
EL519 Russon 

G232 Willard UK 
0234 Willard UK 

GZ34 Genuine Russet 
GZ37/CV378 Mollard 
KT66/15818 GE 
6788 Chinese BOrntdon 
£T88. refer to 6S590 GE 

M8136, refer to CV4003/ECC82 
M8137. rem yo CV4ODWICC83 
M8162 refer to CV402401CCEI1 

ECM China £1 75 
Mule Bomar UK £3 99 

PL519 Sylvano USA £7 91 

VRIC GE £42 56 
SOCKETS 
WRY used tor types 2A3/30013 etc £2 32 
VTAG/211 ceramic f 14 36 

65 £3 99 
WM McMurdo 21 85 
BIA Teflon used for types 6C33CI3 etc £1 60 
BIG McMurdo UK chassis mounted and skirted CO 63 

Ode McMurdo Chassis CO 86 
Octal PCB £2 99 
BRA chassis unstirred f 0 69 
EWA chasms Skirted £079 
898 goid Dos £1 73 
Topcap for 807 £2 66 
Toecap tor 58-254-2340.1211.PL519 etc £2 66 

£4 65 
£2 15 

£2 66 
£3 32 
£5 51 

£2 59 
EA 38 

£14 63 
£3 45 

f25 00 
fl 96 
(9 30 
£3 05 
£3 92 
£9 24 

£8 37 
£12 

I 5 98 
f 4 39 
uses 
f 13 96 

We can soot:es, sockets for any vatve listed to this advertisement 

for matched pairs please pay add £2 00 per calle 

M dens teste prior to dispatch. very good query and garuantee for 60 

days 
Postage and packIng £3 00 per order to UK Please allow 7 days plus 
postal tune for delwery 
Payment yet order please (cheque telex Ursa Mastercard American 
Express accepted) 

is 9ueaaiassa 7,ad a91 Fle•le   

7«. S...14ez Z"eq4 9e 74"R" 7clefrige«, 

(0403) 7496F ?a, (O405) 75'35/9 

MINIMUM ORDER - UK 050 DD.17 5% VA l. EXPORT CI CM 00 Coders strictly Pti .000(nImmI (ay 

Orders over £400 ( MIX OF TYPES IS OK) qualify for 25% discount 
After 31st March 1994 these prices are subject to review. Please confirm before ordering. 
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KIT NEWS 

GOOD NEWS FOR USERS OF 
DECCA RIBBON TWEETERS 

Dismayed to learn about the demise of 
replacement ribbons for Decca DK30 and 
London ribbon tweeters, electronics 
engineer H Dawson has taken the matter 
into his own hands. Mr Dawson has 
produced tooling to enable hand 
manufacture of these spares to the 
original mechanical and electrical criteria. 
A service is offered to readers who would 
ike to keep their Decca ribbons in 
service, prices as follows: 
London/Kelly Ribbon Insert £ 15-00 each 
inc. P&P (outright) 
(Q-50 discount for old insert returned 
with outer frames re-usable.) 
Will fit F.O.C. if owner stands postage 
both ways or brings the drive units in (by 
prior arrangement). 
All spares come with printed instruction 
sheet/care tips. 
C.W.O., cheque or P.O. Delivery 10 to 
14 days (small numbers only). 

Write to: 

Mr H. Dawson 

16 Copeman Rd, 

Aylsham, 

Norwich. 

INR I I 

RETURN OF THE 
CONSTRUCTOR SERIES 
KEF are making available three plans for 
new 'speakers to be built by the DlYer, 
based on the commercial Q60, Q80 and 
Q90. Al, three use KEF's 8inch uni-Q 
driver which will be available separately, 
along with their 8inch bass driver and 
8inch passive radiator (ABR). 

KEF Audio 

Tovil, 

Maidstone, 

Kent. 

ME15 SOP 

Tel: 0622 672261 

THE 
SPEAKER CO. 

The Speaker Co. 
now have prices 
for the Audax 
range of HDA 
units, which they 
will have available 
shortly. The 5inch 
midrange unit will 
be £46, the 
6.5inch bass/mid 
£5 I, and the 8inch 
bass/mid £61. 
Other new units 
include the hi-fi 
range from 
professional 

manufacturer Precision Devices. The 
Speaker Co. will be stocking one 10inch, 
one I 2inch and two I 5inchs including the 
600watt power handling 95dB efficient 
PD 157. They will also be stocking a 
massive £620 21 inch driver, telling us that 
most people buy them to use in cars! 

Following the review of the Boxcalc 
package in our April Supplement, a demo 
version is row available for interested 
parties. Send an SAE to: 

The Speaker Co. 

Unit 9, 

Waterside Mi''I, 

Waterside, 

Macclesfield, 

Cheshire. 

SKI 1 7HG 

Tel: 0625 500507 

HART ELECTRONICS 
Hart Electronics, Keen to entice more and 
more people into the DIY hi-fi scene, 
have put togetner a soldering practice kit 
for beginners. The kit includes a practice 
circuit board solder and full instructions 
explaining the techniques behind 
soldering. Suitable for the absolute 
beginner, the kit costs £4.99 + £ 1.50 p&p. 

Also from Hart, -eprints of the original 
articles describmg the Simple Class A 
amplifier designed by J. Linsley Hood in 
1969 are now available. The eight page 
A4 reprint costs £2.50 + 50p postage. 

Hart Electronic Kits 

Penylan MU1, 

Oswestry, 

Shropshire. 

SY10 9AF 

Tel: 0691 652E94 

TABULA RASA ON DEMO 
Ever expanding, Tabula Rasa have now 
appointed two dealers where their range 
of equipment car be auditioned. Covering 
the South East is Crawley Audio (Tel: 

0293 53 1190) and the South West by 
Bugle Brand of Exeter (Tel: 0392 79217). 

Richard Dawson of Crawley Audio is 
responsible for the design of Tabula 
Rasas new loudspeaker stands. There are 
a range of standard size stands to suit 
Tabula Rasas range of kit loudspeakers, 
along with a custom design service. Just 
complete a simple form and drawing and 
a quote for a custom built stand will be 
returned. Prices for custom stands are 
said to be no more than that you would 
pay for a similar 'production' stand. 

Also in the pipeline are tripod style 
equipment racks with I Omm glass shelves, 
and a grille re-covering service. 

Tabula Rasa 

136 Kilnwood, 

High Wycombe, 

HPI4 4UR 

Tel: 0494 565116 

SOFT START FOR PROJECTS 
A variable transformer may not instantly 
appeal to the DlYer, but for those who 
build their own valve amplifiers and other 
electronic projects they are extremely 
useful. Maplin have just introduced two, 
variable from 0-270volts and with either 
2A or 8A current capability. They are 
especially useful when switching on your 
electronic project for the first time, as the 
mains can be smoothly increased up to 
240V, highlighting problems before full 
power is reached (we use one, 'cos it 
beats going into the Anderson sheer 
before switching on). Prices are £29.95 
for the 2A and £49.95 for the 8A version. 

Also new from Maplin is a 70W 
power handling titanium composite 
tweeter. Priced at just £ 13.95 it is idea for 
budget kit loudspeakers. 

Maplin Electronics 

P.O. Box 3, 

Rayleigh, 

Essex. 

SS6 8LR 

Tel: 0702 554161 
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KLS3 LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN 

Three -Way 

Carbon Fibre 

Drive Unit 

Loudspeaker 

Dominic Baker uses a computer, 

spectrum analyser, saw and his grey 

matter to build a superb 

floorstanding loudspeaker. 

0
 J r third loudspeaker design, 
KLS3, was partly prompted by 
our 300B zero feedback valve 

amplifier. Whilst this amplifier gives 
terrific stage depth and detail, because 
of the higher than normal output 
impedance it is affected by variations in 
the load the loudspeaker presents. 

Most loudspeakers do not have a 
steady 8i1 impedance over the audio 
band. Instead, the load they present an 
amplifier varies with frequency. If, for 
example a loudspeaker with a high 

impedance in the bass and low 
impedance in the treble was used with a 
zero feedback amplifier, it would sound 
unusually dull. So an important aim for 
this loudspeaker, as with the High 
Definition 'speaker (KLS2), was a 
reasonably flat impedance curve. 

But KLS3 needed more than just a 
flat impedance curve. Ki0B has a power 
output of just 28watts, so these 
speakers had to be sensitive too. We 
wanted a minimum of 90dB for a 
nominal watt (2.8V) input at I m. It also 
had to use modem, low colouration, 
super quality drive units, to be able to 
bring out the very best of 300B. Finally, 
the speaker had to have a flat frequency 
response, especially across the critical 
midband. 

A 'speaker with high sensitivity and a 
flat impedance curve is an extremely 
easy load for any amplIfier.This has 
several benefits, even for solid state 
amplifiers. The harder you work an 
amplifier, the more distortion it will 
produce. This loudspeaker will actually 
reduce the amount of distortion your 
amplifier produces for the same sound 
level. This is one of the many 
advantages of a high sensitivity 
loudspeake-. 

These design criteria would have 
been very hard to meet even a few 
years ago, but the advent of high 
technology cone materials has allowed 
us to actually improve on the targets we 
set ourselves at the beginning of this 
project. 
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KLS3 LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN 

THE DRIVE UNITS 

Audax have been researching and 
producing new materials at a rate of 
knots over the last few years, now 
offering drivers with paper, TPX, Kevlar, 
glass fibre, carbon fibre, HDA and HDI 
cones. For this reason we looked to 
them for the drivers for our latest kit 
design. We do plan to design a 'speaker 
using the HDA units within the next 
year, but for this project the carbon 
fibre units were best suited. 

These have a high impedance, 
making it easier to design the overall 
loudspeaker for a flat impedance curve. 
They are also extremely light and stiff, 
giving them the high sensitivity needed. 
This modem material has improved 
break up characteristics over a paper 
cone, giving a smoother sound. 

Audax HM21000 8inch bass unit. 

As with KLS1, we felt it important to 
keep the cone materials of each driver 
as similar as possible, to avoid obvious 
character changes, keeping tonal quality 
as even as possible. So a dedicated 4inch 
mid-range carbon fibre unit was teamed 
with an 8inch carbon fibre bass cone. A 
three way design was preferred for its 
superior mid-range clarity and 
projection, together with good bass 
drive and kick. A soft dome tweeter was 
considered to be the best tonal match 
to carbon fibre. Good soft dome 
tweeters also have the detailed and 
natural sound which we wanted. 

The tweeter we picked again came 
from Audax. It was featured in the 
December '93 supplement, having a 
smooth response, high impedance and 

high sensitivity. It is a very nicely 

Audax HM13000 4inch midrange unit 

built unit having a replaceable 
diaphragm and voice coil assembly 
should you do any damage. Being from 
the same manufacturer as the bass and 
mid-range units a so makes it easier for 
the home constructor to obtain them. 
Midrange and Tweeter Drive Unit 

Frequency Response 

The midrange smoothly rolls oft 

adore breakup to meet the tweeer. 

+5. 

o• 

SOOHr 

111#111111°° 

20kHz 

Audaoi TWO25M1 25mm fab-ic dome 

tweeter 

CABINET DESIGN 
The Bass Enclosure 

The cabinet was designed to give good, 
powerful low bass, hence its generous 
proportions. The bass cabinet is around 
55 litres internal volume and is tuned to 
40Hz using two 38mm diameter, 85mm 
long ports.1 used a computer aided 
design package to come up with the 
initial dimensions and port size, which 
gave a good, but rather sterile bass 
quality. Using a combination of listening 
tests, and observing the changes altering 
the port size made on our Hewlett 
Packard HP3561A Spectrum Analyser, 
we were able to tune the bass to give 
exactly the character and bass quality we 
wanted. 

You can see from the plot below 
how the ports extend the response from 
the front of the cone down to an 
impressive I 7Hz at -3dB. Of course a 
close eye on the impedance curve was 
also important. 

Port Output/Low Bass Response 

0Hz 100Hz 

The Midrange Enclosure 

The midrange driver sits in a sealed 
chamber, the walls lined with felt carpet 
underlay. The cavity is lightly stuffed with 
long hair wool which, in combination 
with the carpet felt, absorbs most of the 
sound reflected off the internal walls.1 
made the midrange chamber volume 3.5 
litres, which rolls off the midrange unit 
acoustically at low frequencies. The rising 

impedance of the midrange unit towards 
low frequencies prevents it drawing 
power in the bass, so power handling is 
not affected. Th s maks the crossover 
simpler and more efficient 

It is important to seal this enclosure 
very well, using plenty of PVA glue in the 
joins and to block the hole the internal 
'speaker cable passes through. 

Midrange and Bass Drive Unit 

Frequency Response 

+5 

o 

-s 

The bass unit takes over at 100%. 

the mkirange s rolled off 
mechanically b the cabinet. 

20Hz SO0Hz 
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VACUUM TUBES are BACK... 
and they sound better than evenl 
Glass Audio is a quarterly journal designed for dedicated music loyers who've always 

known tube equipment sounds better than solid state. 

The articles have special emphasis on construction with projects ranging from simple 

modifications of existing equipment, to restorations, to construction of the most 

sophisticated designs available today. The projects include schematics, parts lists and 

instructions. An annual feature is a wodd directory of intemational tube dealers and 

manufacturers. 

Here's a sampling of recent articles: ST-70 with Solid-State Regulation, Rebuilding Tube 

Amps, An Electrostatic headphone Amp, Greening the ReVox G36, Restore your Scott 

Tuner, Soft Start for Tubes, 70 Watts of McIntosh Power, Output Transformerless Amp, 

Vacuum Tube Voltage Regulator plus Vacuum Tube AC Feedback Amps. 

We don't expect everyone to subscribe-
just those who savor a taste for warm, satisjiing tube sound. 

Please enter my airmailed subscription for 

0 Two years (8 issues) at $60 (11)11 1114)10 

0 One year (4 issues) at $ 35 
--

Charge to my Cl VISA 0 Mastercard 0 Bill me 
Remit in US $, drawn on US bank. Allow up to 6 weeks for delivery. 

CARD NO EXP 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY COUNTRY POSTAL CODE 

PO BOX 176, DEPT. HFVVS Peterborough, NH 03458-0176 USA 

FAX (603) 924-9467 

WOLLATON 
A•U•D•1•0 

XLO FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR 
Whether you are building equipment from scratch, or upgrading 
existing equipment then XLO wiring will improve the performance. 
Also available are the XLO chassis mount phono and the XLR 
connectors, and the speaker binding posts. 

Cables and wires. 
PRO 100 interconnect 
PRO 150 interconnect 
PRO 625 speaker cable 
PRO PL1000 mains cable 
REF PL10 main cable 
PRO 16r Chassis hook up wire 
REF 16r Chassis hook up wire 

Connectors 
Neutrik gold plated XLR male 
Neutrik gold plated XLR female 
XLO pro phono plugs (4 pack) 
XLO ref phono plugs (4 pack) 

XLO spade plugs (4 pack) 
XLO Signature XLR chassis mount (2 pack) 
XLO Signature XLR chassis mount 
XLO BNC connectors (2 pack) 

£5.50 per foot 
£3.00 perfoot 
£1.25 per foot 

£12.00 per foot 
£25.00 per foot 
£1.00 per foot 

£10.00 per foot 

£6.00 
£7.00 

£25.00 
£44.00 
£13.00 
£28.00 
£28.00 
£16.00 

" Note that the chassis wire is excellent for loudspeakers internai 
wiring or to replace the jumper connectors used when Bi-wire 
speakers are used in single wire mode. When using the wire to carry 
signals of less that 100hz a double run should be used. 
High quality preamps should be wired with 161. 

WOLLATON AUDIO - TEL/FAX: 0602 284147 

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD 
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES, TUBES AND SEMI-CONDUCTORS AND I C S 

PHONE 1 MAYO ROAD • CROYDON • SURREY CRO 2QP 

081 684 1166 24 HOURS EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS 
FAX 

081 684 3056 

A selection of our stocks of New Original Mullard - Brimar audio types made in UK. 

ECC88 

ECH81 

ECL86 

EF86 

EL84 

GZ32 

GZ34 

6SL7GT 

6SN7GT 

6V6GT 

VISA 

STANDARD TYPES 

MULLARD 

MULLARD 

MULLARD 

MULLARD 

MULLARD 

MULLARD 

MULLARD 

BRIMAR 

BRIMAR 

BRIMAR 

SPECIAL QUALITY TYPES 

6.00 

3.00 

3.50 

7.50 

6.00 

8.50 

12.50 

4.50 

4.50 

4.25 

E88CC - GOLD PIN MULLARD 

ECC81 - M8162 / CV4024 MULLARD 

ECC81 - 6201 / GOLD PIN MULLARD 

ECC82 - M8136 / CV4003 MULLARD 

ECC83 - M8137 / CV4004 BRIMAR 

EF86 - M8195 / CV4085 G.E.0 

AMERICAN TYPES GE. 

8.50 

6.00 

8.50 

6.50 

6.50 

10.00 

6146B.G.E 

6550A.G.E 

7581A.G.E 

15.00 

17.50 

12.00 

6L6GC G.E 

1 2AX7A G.E 

12BH7A G.E 

12BY7A G.E 

OPEN TO CALLERS MON.-FRI. 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY 
QUOTATIONS FOR ANY TYPES NOT LISTED 
OVER 6000 TYPES AVAILABLE FROM STOCK 

OBSOLETE ITEMS A SPECIALITY 
TERMS C W 0/VISA/ACCESS ETC 

P&P 1-3 VALVES £ 1.00, 4-6 VALVES £2.00 ADD 17.5% VAT TO TOTAL INC P-t-P 

12.50 

7.00 

6.50 

7.00 

Access 
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KLS3 LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN 

THE CROSSOVER 

The crossover for this 'speaker had to be 
simple. More complex crossovers take 
power from the drive units, reducing 
sensitivity. Second order filters 
(6dB/octave) use few components (just 
two) and give a usable rate of roll off that, 

4µF 

TREBLE 

II •Vv\, 1+ 
1 33 R1 

ni)-1 L1 

0.9mH 

L2 
MIDRANGE 6µF 2.2µF 

C2a C2b 

 T-

L3 
BASS 120µF 

C3 

12mH R2 Optional 

‘Ae  

witn careful alignment, is sufficient for 
good quality drive units. 

The tweeter is fed from a second 
order high pass filter as shown in the 
circuit diagram below. The capacitor 
should be a high quality polypropylene, 

and the inductor 
  air cored for 

5.&Q cleanest and 
smoothest 
sound. A 5.6e 
resistor is used 
to attenuate the 
treble level 
down to match 
that of the 
midrange and 
bass, and it also 
helps to give a 
smooth 
impedance 
characteristic 
through the 
treble. This 
resistor gives a 
flat response to 
the loudspeaker, 
but it can be 
varied between 
4.70 and 6.8L1 
to suit personal 
tastes. The 
lower the value 
the brighter the 
treble will be. 

Because the midrange cabinet was 
designed to mechanically roll off bass, no 
series capacitor is needed to fitter any 
remaining bass from it At the top end, a 
second-order low pass filter is used to roll 
off the upper midrange to match the 
tweeter. Use a high quality 2.2pF 
polypropylene capacitor in parallel with a 
6pF Alcap for best resutts, along with an 
air cored inductor. 

The bass driver is fed from a second 
order low pass filter. Both components 
have high values, so a reversible (bipolar) 
electrolytic capacitor has to be used, along 
with a high power ferrite cored inductor. 
If you find the bass too heavy in your 
listening room, a low value series resistor 
can be used to reduce the bass level, say 
between l -30. 

Midrange-To-Treble Integration 

Frequency Response 

+5 

o 

-5 

A high resolution near field plot 

shows smooth integration between 

midrange and treble. 

WA,vetev*rienvwM 

500Hz 

TWEAKING KLS3 

Apart from the crossover tweaks already 
discussed, there are several other things 
that will affect the overall sound. 

Firstly, the reflex ports can 
be made either longer or 
shorter to change the box 
tuning. Making the ports longer 
moves the tuning frequency 
downwards, giving a flatter and 
deeper bass response. But this 
will tend to excite small rooms, 
resulting in a boomy or 
overblown sound. In smaller 
rooms the ports should be 
shortened, which reduces bass 
depth and peaks bass higher up, 
giving more subjective speed 
and punch. 

Spiking the cabinets to the 
floor with a suitable spike kit will 
improve bass definition too. 
Spike kits are available from 
most kit loudspeaker suppliers 
and from stand manufacturers 
such as Apollo and Target. 

The tweeter used has a very 
wide dispersion characteristic. 

This gives them a spacious sound, but 
cleaner, more precise treble can be had 

20kHz 

by glueing a thin piece of soft foam 
around the dome of the tweeter to 
restrict its dispersion and lessen reflection 
  of walls and ceiling. Images will 

SOFT FOAM RING 

also come into better focus 
too. 

Being a three way speaker, 
KLS3 can be either single, bi or 
tri-wired. We'd recommend 
bi-wiring, connecting the 
tweeter and midrange together 
and driving the bass with a 
separate cable run. But for 
those with plenty of spare 
cable around, tri-wiring will 
bring a subtle improvement 
Good quality internal cable 

should be used to connect the 
crossover to the drive units, 
and because of the small 
quantity used it makes sense to 
use silver solder. We do not 
advise you to solder the wires 
to the tweeter however, as a 
touch to much heat will 
damage it. 
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** DIY MOTIONAL FEEDBACK 

SUBWOOFER KIT:- AVAILABLE 

NOW!!** 

Our unique circuitry samples the 

velocity of the speaker cone and the 

internal circuitry uses this signal to 

correct for speaker box errors, the result 

is extremely accurate and extended 

bass, unobtainable by other means. 

Feel the difference!! Our kit features, 

• Genuine - 3DB at 20HZ 

Internal Power amp and filters, 

one board construction 

• Simple connection to existing 

systems, including variable top filter 

Small 42L enclosure with no 

internal resonances 

Dedicated to Audio, not an A/V 

compromise 

• 2, 200mm Diam Long Throw 

Drivers, 100DB output at 30HZ 

Only £395.00 + £8.50 post and 

packing. Overseas add £30.00 

Airmail, Cheques and PO's in £sterling 

only to:-

Eurosonics, 48 
Orchardside, Hunston, 

Chichester, 
Sussex P020 6PQ 
Tel:- 0243 537312 

ic-TY BUY A NF 

D. PLAYET 

When you can transform the performance of 
your existing C.D. player, with the award 
winning DIGIT the D.A.C. at a truly incredible 
price of only £139.00 + £19.00 for the DIGIFLEX 
interconnect cable. 

To quote Audiophile magazine, its effect is 
remarkable. Add the Digit and the 
performance of the MARANTZ CD 52 SE which 
is already excellent for its price, leaps one 
stage further towards the magically true to life 
transparency of two box players costing 
£000.00 or more. 

In recent What Hi Fi ?, Audiophile and Hi-Fi 
Choice awards, Digit beat products costing 2 
or 3 times the price - so don't be fooled in to 
paying more, it's not necessary. 

To obtain DIGIT, witha money back guarantee, 
please telephone (0276) 451166 or complete 
the coupon below. 

WHAT H11- 1F1? 

L LOMOOLIDIL 

r 

Please 
send more 

Information on 
DIGIT including 

the POSITRON Power 
supply upgrade and 

dealer Itst 

I enclose o 1st class stamp 

NAME  

ADDRESS  

 POSTCODE  

QED 
10 

/\i I... I  I. ; 

Vie j, •VV. 14 ji 11,/. Ile lilt ( el / J n J.tr 1. I 
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KLS3 LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN 

CONSTRUCTION 

The cabinets are constructed from 25mm 
MDF, which results in a very solid and 
inert enclosure. It is easier and far quicker 
to cut all holes for drive units, ports, 
terminal dish etc before you start to glue 
the cabinet together. It also reduces the 
amount of dust inside the cabinets which 
can find its way into the open voice coils 
of the drive units. I glued all panels to 
produce a permanently sealed enclosure, 
subsequently inserting all items through 
the drive unit holes. 

The plans below show the general 
construction. The speakers can 
conveniently be built up on one side 
panel, laid flat After the front, rear, 
internal top and bottom panels are glued 
into position, I put on the other side 
panel and held it down with weights until 

the glue set Remember to do a dry run 
first to check that all the panels fit snugly 
together. In my case, even though the 
MDF was art by a professional 
woodworker, it had to be sanded to size 
for a perfect frt. 

Using Evostick Resin-W, apply the 
glue to the edges of the panels. They can 
then be slid into place, their 25mm 
thickness being enough to stand steady 
without panel pins. Any excess glue that 
oozes from the joins can be wped away 
lightly with a damp cloth. 

To ensure that the panels are firmly 
pressed together, either place suitable 
heavy implements on top of the cabinet, 
or use thick, stretchy carpet tape 
wrapped around the cabinet to pull the 
pieces together. After this last step, check 
that the cabinet is square and that all the 
sides are square. The glue should still be 

ru 
o 

350 

TOP 

REAR 

PORTS - 38mm dia u 90mm length 

605 

210 

wet enough to allow the panels to be 
gently pushed into line. 

Once the cabinets are dry - overnight 
is normally enough for the glue to reach 
full strength - they are ready for the 
internal damping to be fixed into place. 
Small squares of carpet felt should be 
glued to each of the surfaces in the 
midrange chamber, and onto the sides 
and back of the main bass enclosure. This 
helps to absorb the majority of the sound 
wave that would otherwise be reflected 
off the rear wall of the cabinet and back 
out through the drive unit. 

The whole cabinet, including the 
midrange enclosure, is then lightly stuffed 
with long hair wool, to further absorb 
reflections and reduce the effects of 
standing waves. Of course, you are free 
to experiment with other forms of panel 
treatment: BAF and Deflex pads for 

KLS3 CABINET CONSTRUCTION 
(all panels 25mm MDF) 

o 
o 

SIDE 

350 

Treble unit 
cut out 
74 

diem. 

Midrange unit 
cut out 
116 

diem. 

Bass unit 
cut out 
187 e 
diem 

All drive unit fixinq holes - 5.5mm diameter 
All dimensions in millimetres 

159 

140 
- 

FRONT I 
BAFFLE; 

! 210 

86 
fixing hole 

diem. 

139 
fixing hole 

diem. 

217.7 
,--"fixing hole 

diam. 

40 
dia. 
ports 
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Us, 

RETAIL PRICE LIST 
Golden Dragon Pre-Amplifier Tubes 
6A08/ECC85 
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 
12AX7A/E88CC/ECC83 
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 
6SL7GT/ECC35 
6SN7GT/ECC33 

Please enquire or any tube types not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock. 

Precision Audio Tubes 

Singles 
£6.50 
£6.95 
£6.95 
£6.95 

£10.95 
£7.50 
£8.95 

Special Quality Golden Dragon Pre-AmplifierTubes 
Singles 

E81CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £ 10.50 
E82CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £10.50 
E83CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £9.50 
E88CC-01 Gold Pins Low Microphony Low Noise £14.50 

Golden Dragon Triodes 
Singles 

2A3 4PIN £22.50 
2A3 OCTAL £22.50 
211 £28.50 
811A £11.50 
845 £36.50 
805 £36.50 

Pairs Quads 
£50.00 £100.00 
£50.00 £100.00 
£60.00 £120.00 
£25.00 £50.00 
£75.00 £150.00 
£75.00 £150.00 

Golden Dragon 3008 Range 
Singles Pairs 

300B Super £79.00 £160.00 
4.300B £84.00 £170.00 
4.300B Super £124.00 £250.00 

Quads 
£320.00 
£340.00 
£500.00 

Please enquire of any tube types not 
listed. We have an inventory of over 

2,500 different types in stock. 

Golden Dragon Power Tubes 
Pai rs 

EL34/6CA7 £25.00 
£29.95 

EL&,£12.50 
6L6WGB £25.00 
KT66 £25.00 
KT88 £57.95 
KT88Super67.95 
*KT88 Special GoPt 

£64.95 
6L6GC £19.95 
6550A £42.95 
6550A Special 

£64.95 
50CA10 £84.95 
807 £25.00 

Quads 
£50.00 
£60.00 
£25.00 
£50.00 
£52.00 
£116.00 
£136.00 

£136.00 
£40.00 
£86.00 

Octets 
£100.00 
£120.00 
£50.00 

£100.00 
£104.00 
£232.00 
£272.00 

£272.00 
£80.00 

£172.00 

£130.00 £260.00 
£170.00 £340.00 
£50.00 £100.00 

Ceramic Sockets and Hardware 
Standard Gold Plated 

Locking 4 Pin 
(300B etc.) £6.95 
4 Pin UM (300B etc.) £2.5 
Jumbo (211 etc.) £14.50 
Octal Chassis 
(EL34 etc.) £1.25 
Octal PCB (EL34 etc.) £1.25 
B9A Chassis ( pre amp) 
B9A PCB ( pre amp) £0.95 
Screening Can & Skirt ( pre amp) 
Damping Can ( pre amp) 
Power Valve Retainer ( EL34 etc.) 

£15.00 
£3.50 

£25.00 

£3.50 
£3.50 
£2.50 
£2.50 
£8.50 
£4.50 
£5.50 

High Quality Plastic Scokets and Hardware 

B9A Chassis (pre amp) £1.15 
B9A PCB (pre amp) £0.95 
Octal Chassis (EL34 etc.) £1.25 
B7G Chassis (85A2 etc.) £0.95 
B9A Skirted Chassis 
Sockeet & Can (pre amp) £1.75 
Power Valve 
Retainer (EL34 EC.) £1.95 

Carriage charge £2.50 on any U.K order. Cash 
with order or Visa - Mastercard accepted. 24 
Hour Answerphone Service. 

We have a vast range of tubes available from 
manufacturers all over the world including rare 
and vintage ypes. A 50 page booklet of valves 
available is updated monthly and can be 
provided at a cost of £2.50 per copy including 
U.K postage or you may telephone our Sales 
Desk for prompt a quotation. 

A selection from our stock of over 2,500 different audio quality 
valves. Please enquire for items not listed 

ECC81 BRIMAR 4.50 LS9B COSSOR 6.95 
ECH81 MULLARD 3.50 M8136 MULLARD 8.50 
EC82 GE 4.50 M8162 MULLARD 8.50 
ECC82 RFT 4.50 M8137 MULLARD 15.00 
ECL82 TEONEX 3.50 MHLD6 MAZDA 5.50 
ECC83 TEONEX 3.50 0A2WA TEONEX 3.50 
ECC85 TEONEX 3.50 PCC88 SIEMENS 3.50 
ECL86 TEONEX 3.50 PL36 MAZDA 3.50 
ECC88 BRIMAR 4.50 PL504 MAZDA 2.50 
ECC88 GE 5.50 PL509 MAZDA 5.50 
ECC88 TEONEX 4.50 PL519 THORN 5.95 
EF86 TEONEX 4.50 PY32 MULLARD 2.50 
EF804S TELEFUNKEN 25.00 TT100 GEC 65.00 
EL32 MULLARD 4.50 U19 GEC 8.50 
EL85 MULLARD 4.50 UCC85 MULLARD 3.50 
EL86 MULLARD 4.50 UU5 MAZDA 5.50 
EL504 TEONEX 3.50 UU6 MAZDA 6.50 
EL509 TEONEX 5.50 2X2A RCA 5.00 
EL519 TEONEX 5,50 3A/167M ITT 10.00 
EM84 TEONEX 3.50 5Y3WGTA SYLVANIA 4.50 
GZ32 MULLARD 8.50 5V4G BRIMAR 3.50 
GZ33 MULLARD 5.50 6AG7 RCA 3.50 
GZ34 MULLARD 12.50 6A7G RCA 8.50 
GZ37 MULLARD 4.50 6BH6 BRIMAR 3.50 
GZ34 TEONEX 5.50 6C8G RCA 3.50 
KT66 TEONEX 6.00 6DQ6B PHILIPS 3.50 
KT66 GE 16.50 6K7G RCA 3.50 

6SL7GT 
6SN7GT 
6SN7GT 
6SQ7GT 
6V6G 
6V6GT 
6X4 
6550A 
12AT6 
12AV6 
12BA6 
12J5GT 
12E1 
12E1 
13E1 
1303 
85A2 
1625 
5687 WA 
5751 
5814A 
5881 
6146B 
6158 
6189 
6201 
6463 
6870 

BRIMAR 
BRIMAR 
TEONEX 
TONEX 
RCA 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
TEONEX 
BRIMAR 
RCA 

WESTINGHOUSE 
RCA 
RCA 
STC 
STC 
BRIMAR 
MULLARD 
RCA 
RCA 
RCA 
GE 
USSR 
TEONEX 
BRIMAR 
SYLVANIA 
GE 
UNITED 
BRIMAR 

4.50 
4.50 
3.50 
4.50 
5.50 
4.50 
2.50 

12.50 
2.50 
2.50 
3.50 
3.95 
3.95 

15.00 
140.00 

6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
5.50 
4.95 
8.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
7.50 

11.50 

EXPORT WELCOME 

CARRIAGE AT COST 

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springfield Enterprise Park, Springfield Road, Gravesend, Kent DA11 8HD, England 

Sales Desk Tel: 0474 560521. Fax: 0474 333762 



KLS3 LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN 
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REAR 
BAFFLE 

CROSSOVER 
BOARD 

• 

example. But we find that the 
combination of soft carpet felt glued to 
the panels together with long hair wool 
stuffing to be extremely good, as well as 
being cost effective. 

Mount the crossover as shown in the 
diagram above. Because inductors, being 
magnetic components, have a field around 
them, they need to be spaced well apart 
and at right angles to each other to 
minimise inductive coupling. Again, a 
recommended layout is shown below. 

The components can be fixed to the 
crossover board with PVA glue, but I find 
a holt-melt glue gun holds them in place 
just as well, but the glue is more easily 
removable. 

The wires for the midrange unit have 
to pass through a small hole in the 
midrange chamber. It is very important to 
seal this hole either with hot-met glue or 
PVA. The drive unit can now be soldered 
to these wires and screwed into the 
front baffle. The tweeter should have 
wires attached using slide-on terminals to 
prevent heat 
damage from a   
soldering iron. 
The tweeter 
can then be 
fitted in, the 
wires passing 
down over the 
back of the 
midrange 
enclosure to 
reach the 
crossover 
positioned 
against the 
input terminals. 
A foam gasket 
made from draft 
excluder (you 
can get it in any 
hardware shop) 
should be stuck 
to the rear of 
the drive unit 
frames where 
they mate with 
the cabinet, to 
give a good air-
tight seal. 

TESTING 
A simple test to reduce the risk of any 
damage to your amplifier when you first 
plug in, is to check that the impedance of 
the loudspeaker with a simple multimeter. 
Using the resistance setting they should 
measure around «I (their DC resistance) 
across the terminals. If there is a short 
anywhere, this simple test will show it 
with a reading below I SI. 

Crossover Schematic 

12mH low loss inductor 

SOUND QUALITY 

An independent view by 
David Harris 

On seeing the impressively large 
speakers which Dominic recently 
designed my initial feelings were that 
they would sound pretty dramatic, 
especially using high quality drive carbon 
fibre drive units. The lowest bass was 
reproduced with remarkable ease, 
possessing a nice, warm, rounded sound 
yet controlling the huge orchestral bass 
drum resonances heard on Stravinsky's 
Fire Bird suite extremely well. The bass 
remained both tuneful and rhythmic all 
of the time. 

Vocals were handled very naturally, 
coming across as life-size with a nice 
crisp, dry edge to them. Seal could be 
visualised within the room when 

performing Whirlpool from his debut 
album, the KLS3s putting almost no 
strain on his vocal talent Choral work 
also had a wonderful openness about it; 
Mozart's Mass in C carried such 
atmosphere that the listering room 
expanded towards concert hall size with 
the '3s keeping a tight focus on soloists 
throughout the piece. The sheer 
breeziness of their overall character was 
excellent. 

Listening to a Ronnie Cuber Live at 
the Blue Note (CD) highlighted another 
of these speakers strong points - rhythm. 
They kept a tight, foot-tapping pace 
going relentlessly, cymbals crashed with 
quartz-locked accuracy leaving you to 
play 'air drums' from your armchair! 

The KLS3s have a sweet, open 
sounding treble which gives a high 

LF 

definition to the midrange, painting a 
clear picture of the music. It could 
however be a little lightweight at times, 
cymbals occasionally lacking in body and 
depth, but all- in-all a welcomely 
inoffensive, delicate sound was produced. 

Imagery was particularly good. 
Vocalists and instruments had pin-point 
focus, generating a believable sound-
stage of excellent depth. On Seal's hit 
Killer the keyboards drifted their way in 
from about ten yards behind the 
speakers, as did his backing vocals, the 
sound filling the entire room. 

To sum up, the KLS3s can best be 
described as a very open sounding 
speaker possessing excellent qualities of 
imagery and rhythm and give the listener 
a good deal of insight into the scale of 
the music being played. 
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Hart Audio Kits and factory assembled units use the very best 
audiophile components in circuit designs by the renowned John 
Linsley Hood to give you unbeatable performance and unbelievable 
value for money. We have always led the field for easy home 
construction to professional standards, even in the sixties we were 
using easily assembled printed circuits when Heothkit in America 

re still using togb cards I. Many years of experience and innovation, 
going bock to the early Dinsdole and Bailey classics gives us 
incomparable design expertise in the needs of the home constructor. 
The currew- range of Hart kits is designed to give you the important 
core components of a system as a matching ensemble of audio 
excellence 

1100 Series. Lti8OW "Audio Design" Mosier Power Amplifier. 

MID 
Another masterpiece from the drawing board ofJohn Linsley Hood 
and another opportunity to give a system mega sound performance 
for only a few hundred pounds cost A host of advanced features, in 
the hands of the skilled designer, give this amplifier a performance 
that really is only equalled, not exceeded, by the 4 or 5 figure price 
tagged exotica 

As always with a HART kit you have the pleasure of building selected, 
state of the art equipment, allied to the knowledge that your money 
has all been spent on quality components, you save all the costs of 
building and tasting, plus the dealers margin on top of these by doing 
it yourselfi. 

To give an idea of the measures taken to achieve ultimate quality and 
linearity in this amplifier each of the four output devices is only called 
upon to veork al one NINETY-SIXTH part of its ultimate power rating 

We are proud to offer this latest John Linsley Hood masterpiece, the 
flagship of our range, which we believe is truly the ultimate design for 
the perfectionist, combining os it does the best circuit design, the best 
engineering and the best components, surely the only recipe for REAL 
sound fidelity. The HART KIT concept also makes it possible to build an 
amplifier with the facilities YOU want and we offer no less than three 
variations with options on the basic theme to suit your needs. One of 
these versions wil, we feel sure, caterforyour requirements. Should your 
requirements change at a later date then upgrades or alteration to a 
different version are no problem, try doing that to your High St stone 
amplified 

The Standard version has a passive input selector circuit with Alps 
Precision Low-noise volume and balance controls, switchable CD, 
Tuner and Pre-amp inputs and an optional stereo bargraph output 
level display. The ' Slave' version has stereo power amplifiers and 
standard power supply. The 'Monobloc' version again has the 
standard power supply but since it is only driving one power 
amplifier higher than normal output power is achieved with total 
channel separation. The slave and monobloc versions enable very 
sophisticated bi-amping and active crossover systems to be 
constructed. 

K1100 Complete STANDARD Amplifier Kit, two power amplifier 
channels and one power supply module, direct input passive signal 
selector stage, Construction Manual and RLHI 1 Reprint. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT IS ONLY£.395.21 
Al 100 Factory Assembled  £499.21 

KI 1 00$ Complete SLAVE Amplifier Kit, as above but 'without 
passive input stage. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT IS ONLYr.333.62 
Al 100SC Factory Assembled  £422.62 

KI100MComplele MONOBLOC Amplifier Kit, consists of all parts 
for one power amplifier 
channel and one power supply module and all chassis parts. 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE FOR COMPLETE KIT IS ONLY£261.20 
Al 100M Factory Assembled £329.20 

All HART kits are designed for easy home construction to the very 
highest standards, and can be built by anyone of average manual 
ability. If you are still not convinced how easy it is to build it yourself 
with a HART kit you con order the Instruction Manual to read for 
yourself arid we will refund the cost when you buy your kill 

PROBABLY THE LAST VINYL PRFJUAP YOU EVER BUY. 

For those who love the vinyl medium the listening pleasure can 
onlybeenhancedbyusing the very bestphono preamplifier 
available The Hart range of phono preamps feature a 

'byJOhinhLuinnsfieleyedHood.cTirchi'sictk>ir:tbromic'entdgeivrees audibly 
superior sound to the standard series feedback system 
normally used and gives o performance that will 
exceed or equal that given by the best of the mega 
priced offerings. Our range includes units to suit 
everyone from the occasional user to the serious 
audiophile. All can be changed to suit moving coil 
or moving magnet cartridges at the flick of a switch. 

Hart Audio Kits - Your Value for 
Money Route to Ultimate Hi-Fi 
2 Penylan Mill, Oswestry, Shropshire, England SY 10 9AF 

phone Oswestry (0691) 652894 

ft2c1°;t3ckS'cir:cesTstifinusiisng'sntizo:o'dw:irru'ict„vir:',:;;', ,•eflven sfr'uonrtt, 

batteries. An ideal"first kit" projectas it is very simple to puttogether 
and no mains voltages are involved 
K1500 Complete Kit With Full Instructions 
(Battery Powered) £73.76 
Al SOO Factory Assembled  £118.76 

K1450 Features a totally discrete component implementation of 
the Shunt Feedback concept. Audiophile grade components fitting 
to an advanced double sided printed circuit board make this a 
product at the lending edge of technology thatyou will be proud to 
own. Nevertheless with our step by step instructions it is very easy 
and satisfying to assemble. Due to the higher current consumption 
this unit is powered by our mains driven K1565 Audio Power 
Supply, itself an advanced piece of technology in a matching case. 
This supplies the superbly smoothed and stabilised supply lines 
needed by the preamplifier and features a fully potted Hi-grade 
toroidal transformer along with a special limited shift earth for hum 
free operation. Suitable for all moving coil and moving magnet 
transducers this un it is especially recommended for, and will extract 
the very best horn the modern generation of low output high quality 
transducers. 

K1450/1565X. Complete RLAA Phono preamplifier, Power 
Supply and power connect cable Kit form £196.29. 

1450/1565X Factory assembled & tested   £285.29. 

ALPS PRECISION LOW-NOISE STEREO POTS 

Now you can throw out those noisy ill-matched carbon pots and 
replace with the real hi-fi components only used selectively in the 
very top flight of World class amplifiers. The improvement in track 
accuracy and matching really is incredible giving better tonal 
balance between channels and rock solid image stability. 

On the motorised versions the v DC drive motor is coupled to the 
normal control shaft with a friction clutch so that the control can be 
operated manually cr electrically. 

Our prices represent such super value for pots of this quality due to 
large purchases for our own kits. 

MANUAL POTENTIOMETERS 

2-Gang 100K Lin  £15.67 
2-Gang 10K, 50K or 100K Log £16.40 
2-Gang 10K Special Balance, zero crosstalk and 
zero centre loss  £17.48 

MOTORISED POTENTIOMETERS 

2-Gang 20K Log Volume Control  £26.20 
2-Gang 10K RD Special Balance, zero crosstalk and leu than 10% 
loss in centre 
position    £26.98 

PRECISION Triple Purpose TEST CASSETTE TCI DD. 

Are you sure your tape recorder is set up to give its best? Our latest 
triple purpose test cassette checks the three most important tape 
parameters without test equipment. Ideal when fitting new heads 
A professional quality, digitally mastered test tope ata price anyone 
can afford. 
Test Cassette TC1DD Our price only £10.99. 

DISK-COUNT Classical CD's. 

Top quality, Full Digital (DDD) Compact Disks of the great classical 
favourites. Like everyone else we didn't like the idea of paying silly 
prices for CD's. After a long search we have now located a source of 
lop quality classical recordings at prices that make you suspect the 
quality until you try theml Send for our lut of titles. 

TECHNICAL BOOKSHELF 

Modem Books Selected to represent the state of the art today 

"THE ART OF UN EAR ELECTRON KS." 
J.L.Linsley Hood. 
Just °oil Hot Off the Press, the defin itive electronics and audio book 
by the renownedJohn Linsley Hood. This 300'r page book will give 
you an unparalleled insight into the workings of all types of valve 
and solid state audio circuits. Learn how to read circuit diagrams 
and understand amplifiers and how they ore designed to give the 
best sound. The virtues and vices of passive and active components 
are examined and there are separate sections covering power 
supplies and the sources of noise and hum. As one would expect 
from this writer the historyand derivation of audio amplifier circuitry 
have an entire chapter, as does test and measurement equipment. 
Copiously illustrated this book is incredible value for the amount of 
information it contains on the much neglected field of linear, as 
opposed to digital, electronics Indeed it must be destined to 
become the standard reference for all who work, or are interested 
in, this field. 

SPECIAL OFFER. With each book purchased you may request a 
FREE exten ded index, written by the Author, exclusively fro m HART. 
0-7806-0868-4  £16.95 

Don't forget most of our kits have reprints of articles byJohn Linsley 
Hood that you can purchase separately. 

"DIGITAL AUDIO AND COMPACT DISC TECHNOLOGY" 
2nd Edition. &tort, Theunissen and Vergult. (SONY Europe) 
A thoroughlywell written bookcovering the field of recording media 
starting with the Phonograph right through to modern professional 
PCM digital recording systems with particular and exte ns ive coverage 
on the compact disc. All aspects of the recording and reproduction 
processes are explained with separate chapters on such things as 
compact disc encoding and the use of cross interleave Reed' 
Solomon error correction code (CIRC). This book is of course 
essential reading for engineers and students involved in the field but 
its very low prices makes it ideal for the enthusiast of recorded music 
who wants to know more about the hidden processes going on his 
CD player. 
1992/94 248 Pages. 247 x 190. 
0-7506-0614-2   £17.95 

"THE LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN COOKS 00K" Vence Dickason 
(4th Edn.) 
All •' n information you need to build the loudspeaker system you 
e always wanted but could not afford Easy ways to pick the 

exact box size, the ideal driven, and the correct way to feed the 
music to your new super loudspeaker system. Over 140 pages 
packed with important design data 

1991. 152 Pages. 
0-9624191-7-6  £22.95 

"THE ART OF SOLDERING" 
R Brewster 
Absolutely essential reading for anyone who ever picks up a 
soldering iron. Written horn knowledge gained in a lifetime in the 
field, this is the first book ever solely devoted to this essential and 
neglected skill for all electronic enthusiasts. Covers everything from 
the correct choice of soldering iron and solder to the correct 
procedures to followwith many illustrations and practical exercises 
0-85935-3243.  £3.95 

Postage on Single Books is £ 1.50 except for The Art Linear 
Electronics, Digital Audio and Compact Disc Technology and The 
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook which are £.50. Two, or more 
books are only £4.50, any size, any quantity. 

Classics fram the "Golden Acre"  

"TTHE WILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER." 
D.T.N.Williamson. 
In April 1947, Williamson's power amplifier, using excellent. 

quality push/pull output valves, a special output transformer, and 
a highly filtered power supply, became an overnight success. The 
author lakes the reader deep into his design considerations, 
offering practical advise on how to build the units plus concise 
instructions on setting up the new 
amp. A cult classic. 

1947, Reprinted 1990. 40 Pages. 
0-9624-1918-4  £6.95 

LOUDSPEAKERS; THE WHY AND HOW OF GOOD 
REPRODUCTION. G.A.Briggs This easy-to-read ckesic, lost revised 
in 1949, introduces the reader to concepts such as impedance, 
phons and decibels, frequency response, repasse curves, volume 
and watts, resonance and vibration, cabinets and baffles, horns, 
room acoustics, transients, crossovers, negative feedback, Doppler 
and phase effects, and much more. A provocative survey of the right 
questions about sound reproduction. 

1949 Reprinted 1990. 88 Pages. 
0-96241913-3  £8.95 

Send or phone for your copy of our FREE list of these and many other Kits & Components. Enquires from Overseas customers are equally wekome, but PLEASE send 2 
IRCs if you want a list sent surface post, or 5 for Airmail. Ordering is easy. Just write or telephone your requirements to sample the friendly and efficient HART 
services. Payment by cheque, cosh Or credit card. A telephoned order with your credit card number will get your order on its way to you THAT DAY 
Please odd part cost of carriage and insurance as follows. INLAND Orders up to £20 - £ 1.50, Orden over £20 - £3.50. Express 
Courier, next working day £ 10. OVERSEAS - Please seo the ordering information with our lists. 

QUALITY 
AUDIO KITS 

24hrs. SALES LINE 
0691 652894 

ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 
UK! EC VAT 



KLS3 LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN 

WARNING 

Be extremely careful when screwing drive units dn 

and out of the cabinets. One slip with a screw 

driver and they're useless. We recommend using 

cross head screws which reduce the chance of his 

happening. 

Do not try and solder wires to the terminals on 

the tweeter. They are mounted on plastic which 

will melt if too much heat is applied, and the fine 

wires connecting the voice coil will vaporise, 

rendering the unit useless. Use small push-on 

receptacle clips. 

PARTS LIST 

Drive Units 

Tweeter 

Midrange 

Bass 

Crossover 
R 1 

R2 

C 1 

C2a 

C2b 

C3 

L I 

L2 

L3 

Audax TWO25M I 

Audax HM13000 

Audax HM2 I OCO 

5.61P/5W, non-inductive 

I -3S1*/ I OW 

4pF polypropylene/50V min. 

6pF Alcap/50V 

2.2pF polypropylene/50V min. 

120p F Alcap/100V 

0.33mH air core (0.7Imm wire) 
0.9mH air core (0.7Imm wire) 

12mH ferrite core (0.512) 

*R I can be raised or lowered to set treble level to individual 

taste. R2 is optional and can be used to attenuate bass in 

rooms where it may become overblown. 

Reflex Ports 
38mm diameter x 85mm length. 

MEASURED PERFORMANCE 

Using our standard zhird-octave analysis 

with a pink noise test signal the frequency 

response shown below is very flat and 

smooth. There is a small dip around I kHz 

vinich can be seen more clearly on the high 

resolution near-field plot on page 9. It is 

not a crossover dip, more likely a 

cancellation caused by the rubber cone 

surround of the midrange unit 

This kind of smootti and fiat frequency 

response was obtained 13:, first using 

computer crossover and cabinet analysis 

packages, and then fire tuning with our FFT 

spectrum analyser. Of course, tuning was 

ccmbined with listening tests to ensure that 

the result was subjectively an improvement. 

The second frecuency response plot 

shows the effect tha': driving KLS3 with a 

high output impedance ( 6L-2) amplifier 

would have, such as our own 300B zero-

feedback valve amplifier. The midrange is 

pushed forwards slightly because of the 

impedance hunp at this point, but still 

remains essentially flat. 

The impedance curve is again very 

smooth, part of the aim of the design. This 

' ensures that response variations due to 

high amplifier output impedance is kept to a 

minimum. The overall impedance figure of 

91.: and high 90dB sensitivity show what an 

easy load KLS3 is to drive. 11 KLS3 is suitable for a wide range of 
amplifiers including specialised designs with 

zero feedback I'd suggest a minimum of 

20watts for good sound level in a normal 

sized listening -oom. DB 

Frequency Response with 

Low Output Z Amplifier 

+5 

o 
-5 

12 20k 

Frequency Response with High 

Output Z Amplifier 

+5 

o 

-5 

Lift in mid wher driven by high output 

impeez.nce (6U) amplifier 

12 20k 

Impedance 

Smooth impedance curve 

o 
O io 50 00 0.5 20 

A pack of KLS3 

drive units is 

available for 

£220. See page 

17 for details. 
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SPEAKER KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS 
Over a 5 year period I.P.L. Acoustics have developed a range of high quality speaker kits, using the best units from SEAS, MOREL AUDAX, 

V1SATON and I.P.L and have produced a comprehensive range of speakers which will compete with the most expensive of commercial designs. 

All speakers have BI WIRED crossover kits containing high quality components and terminals. 

AS6 PANEL KIT FOUR M3TL A2 RIBBON KIT M2 
TRANSMISSION 

LINE KITS 

PLUS KIT £262.77 PANEL KIT £302.77 
TRANSMISSION LINE PLUS KIT PLUS KITS E I 67.00 E I 67.00 - £ 80.00 TOTAL. KIT £226.00 

MINI-MONITOR 

PLUS KIT £ 22.00 PLUS KIT I 66.00 TOTAL KIT...09 1.00 
°RE-VENEERED CABINET NOW AVAILABLE Carnage charge ancra on all kt 

If you would like further details please send £ 1.50 for 36 PAGE SPEAKER BUILDING CATALOGUE, comprising VALUABLE 

ADVICE on DESIGNING, BUILDING and TESTING speakers and full technical specifications including response curves of eight kits, 

drive units, aid details of SPECIALIST CABLES and ACCESSORIES 

I.P.L. Acoustics, 2 Laverton Road, Westbury, Wiltshire, BA13 3RS. Tel: 0373 823333 

IIIIiIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIlilliIillIIIlIIIlIlIIIIILIIIIIIIIIIIIlIIIlI 

VII 
VA IV'M 

FISHER SA-100 

• • -_;.0 . ZFiti; 
a_ ;1 - 7•18;848.• es- r  

This very attractive stereo amp provides 17 1/2 watts per channel, a 
centre channel output for connection to a new amp, input level 
adjustments, easy to use bias adjustments, as well as AC and DC 
adjustments. This is all under a lovely brass cage on a solid copper 

chassis. With an efficient speaker this is a marvelous amplifier. 

Dynaco, Sherwood, Scott, The Fisher, McIntosh, Eico, 

Harman-Kardon, Heath, Altec, Stromberg-Carlson 

Prompt Insured Delivery. Vintage Parts Available on Request 

Looking for a particular piece of vintage equipment ? 
Send Us Your Requests. 

FAX: (604) 876-5876 P.O. BOX 147, STATION A, VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA V6C 2M3 

To make the most of your projects, 
start with the right tool. 

Get connected with the widest selection of audiophile 
grade parts. Send £3. along with your mailing address 

and you will receive our 1994 parts catalogue 
and a $ 10 discount. coupon good on your first order over $ 100. 

THE PARTS 
CONNECTION° 

CONIC INIONTICIII• INC 

*or 85.00 US. or credit card information 

— catalogue pticing and discounts are in US Dollars 

II ME MI 
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4 Tel: (905/ 829-5858 
Toll Free Order Line 1-800-769-0747 (U.S. fk Canada only) Fax (905) 829-5388 

MIT MultiCap • Wonder Cap • Kimber Kap • Solo • Solen • Siemens 
Hovland MusiCap • Wima • Holco • Rel-Cap • Draloric • Vishay • Caddock • Mills 
Matsushita • TKD • Noble • Cardas • Kimber Kable • Discovery • Audioquest • MIT 
ClearAudio • Alps • Bourns •Shallco Attenuators • Elma • Electroswitch • Nichicon 
Gold Aero • RAM • Mallory • Ruby Tubes • Edison Price • Linear Technology 
Motorola • Analog Devices/PM' • International Rectifier • MagneQuest • Pearl 

Sonic Frontiers • Tube Sockets • WBT • Neutrik • Curcio Audio Engineering • Kits 
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High Technology Drive Units 
From Audax 

At last, a chance to get your hands on 
the latest drive unit technology and 
materials. We'll be stocking a small 
range of quality drive units from 
specialist manufacturer AUDAX, 
including the carbon fibre units and 
fabric dome tweeter used in the kit 
KLS3 design in this supplement. All of 
the units selected below have been 
picked for high performance in 
domestic hi-fi loudspeakers. The cone 
drivers have solid cast chassis and gold 
plated terminals. 

All of the units are supplied with full 
specification sheets complete with 
suggested bass alignment. Most units are 
held in stock for fast delivery. 
(Please phone to check). 

TWEETERS 

TWO25 MO (25mm) £ 15 
Sensitivity 92dB 
Power 55watts 
Recommended range IkHz-20kHz 
Comments: Good for two-way systems 
with 8inch bass units. 

TWO25M I (25mm) £ I 6 
Sensitivity 92dB 
Power 70watts 
Recommended range 2.5kHz-20kHz 
Comments: Suitable for three-way 
systems or with 6.5inch bass units. 

TWO34X0 (35mm) 
Sensitivity 
Power 
Recommended range 
Comments: Use in sensitive two-way 
systems with 8-10inch bass units. 

£25 
93dB 

70watts 
700Hz-20kHz 

CARBON FIBRE UNITS 

HM13000 (4inch) £40 
Sensitivity 90dB 
Power 50watts 
Recommended range 100Hz-5kHz 

Comments: Excellent mid-range unit in 
three-way systems. 

HM I 7000 (6.5inch) £45 
Sensitivity 91dB 
Power 60watts 
Recommended range Bass-3 kHz 
Comments. Modem driver for high 
quality two-way systems. 

HM21000 (8inch) £55 
Sensitivity 91dB 
Power 70watts 
Recommended range Bass- I.5 kHz 
Comments: Light and fast driver suitable 
for two-way or as dedicated bass in 
three-way systems. 

HIGH DEFINITION 
AEROGEL UNITS 

HM I 30Z0 (4inch) £45 
Sensitivi';.y 93dB 
Power 50watts 
Recommended range 200-5kHz 
Comments: Ultra stiff and light mid-
range unit for three-way systems. 

HM I 70Z0 (6.5inch) £50 
Sensitivity 92dB 
Power 60watts 
Recommended range Bass-3kHz 
Comments: Modern light and fast unit 
for two-way systems. 

HM21 OZO (8inch) £60 
Sensitivity 9 I dB 
Power 70watts 
Recommended range Bass-2kHz 
Comments: Crisp and dynamic bass for 
two- or three-way systems. 

DOPED PAPER UNIT 

HM I 70G0 (6.5inch) £35 
Sensitivity 9 I dB 
Power 60watts 
Recommended range Bass-3.5kHz 
Comments: Cast chassis doped paper 
unit with smooth response. 

AUDAX DRIVE UNITS 

PRICE LIST AND ORDER FORM 

Qty 
El TWO25M0 (25mm) £15.00 
D TWO25M1 (25mm) £16.00 
D TWO34X0 (34mm) £25.00 
E HM13000 (4inch) £40.00 
D HM17000 (6.5inch) £45.00 
D HM21000 (8inch) £55.00 
El HM130Z0 (4inch) £45.00 
D HM170Z0 (6.5inch) £50.00 
D HM210Z0 (8inch) £60.00 
D HM I 70G0 (6.5inch) £35.00 
D KLS3 Driver Pack £220.00 

All prices are exclusive of postage & packing. For 
U.K please acid £5.75 for a pair of tweeters or one 
chassis unit and £ 10 for anything above. 
Overseas please contact us for rates 

I enclose cheque/PO for E made 
payable to 
World Audio Design Ltd. 

I wish to pay by Visa/Access, please debit my 
account no: 

Expiry date: 

Name  

I I  

Delivery Address  

N.B. If delivery address is different to the credit 
card holder's, please supply both. 

Tel  

Please send completed order form 
together with your cheque/PO to: 
WORLD AUDIO DESIGN, 
64 Castellain Road, 
Maids Vale, 
London W9 I EX. 

Credrt Card Orders 
Telephone 071-266 0461 

24 hour Mad Order Answerphone 

Please allow 28 days for delivery 
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Congratulations to the rest of the world - you're 
finally waking up. 

E.J. Jordan Designs has been working with metal cone 
loudspeakers for over 40 years. We've tried and 

rejected avenues other manufacturers are still 

exploring today and our JX Series of drive units 

represent the cutting edge of loudspeaker technology. 

Our design services, supported by in-house R & D 
facilities and unmatched experience have been 
commissioned by a number of major high end clients at 
home and abroad. 

Our JX Series of foil cone drivers are now available 

world wide, from ourselves or our appointed agents. 

Please contact us for colour brochure. 

E.J. JORDAN DESIGNS  
The Dak. klanorbier, Tenby. South Pembrokeshire, SA70 80R. Tel: 0834 871209 Fe:: 0834 871770 

TABULA RASA 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

"It is a rare experience to play a 
track that you have known for the 

better part of, say, twenty years 
and suddenly, to hear new details 

and information." 
(Hi-Fi World - Dec '93 on CT77 

loudspeaker kit) 
With the increased popularity of 

'do it yourself' hi-fi, Tabula Rasa 

are offering an extensive range of 
quality loudspeaker kits and car 

audio kits from top German 

manufacturer Mainhattan 
Akustik. 

All loudspeakers kits are simple. 

fun to build, and at prices to suit 
all pockets. Each kit comprises drivers, filters, connections, terminals. 

and all the necessary fittings needed to complete your chosen 
loudspeaker, and every kit is available with or without cabinets. 

Furthermore, each kit comes with a 10 year warranty as standard and 
will be delivered within 14 days of confirmation of your order. For a 

catalogue (including price lists and a brief guide to speaker 

construction) please send £2.00 (refunded after first kit purchased) 

and a self addressed A4 envelope to: 

Tabula Rasa, 136 Kilnwood, Walters Ash, High Wycombe, 
Buckinghamshire, HP14 4UR, Tel 0494 565116 

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to Tabula Rasa 

Trade prices available on request. 

30 days money back guarantee offered 

on all drivers & kits. 

Seas Loudspeakers 

Seas 11F-M 
At SEAS, we take pride in working according to the 
highest standard, we put a lot of effort into speaker 
design, using materials and techniques which give the 
best audible results even if this means time consuming 
and painstaking production processes. Many critical 
parts are produced in-house some of which made by 
special purpose machinery designed and built by Seas 
Quality is a key word in every aspect of our activity. 
We monitor the quality of the parts and materials which 
we purchase, and of the parts and operations made in-
house. We use sophisticated equipment and highly 
trained and experienced personnel to check that our 
finished products meet their specifications. 
U.K. Trade Distribution: 

Radio Components Ltd., 428 Whippendell Road, 
Watford, Herts. 

Tel: 0923 - 250665 Fax: 0923 - 250188 

Wilmslow \gi ft* 
Audio Y -44.4-.4b 

A
s any discerning sound 
engineer will tell you, the AT( 
SCM50 and 100 are the 

ultimate in accurate low distortion 
professional monitoring. But what 
they may not know is that self 
assembly versions based on these 
classic monitors are now available 
from the UK's leading speaker kit 
supplier, Wilmslow Audio, at a 
fraction of the ready built price. ATV 
and Wilmslow Audio have worked 
very closely on the cabinet and 
crossover design to ensure that the 
completed kit lives up to the very 
high standards associated with the 
ATC name. As with all Wilmslow 
products, the ATCIC50 and KI00 kits 
come complete with precision 
machined cabinet panels, 
crossovers, and all necessary 
hardware, including 

factory matched ATCdrivers. Cabinet parts are machined from 
high grade MDF for easy assembly and consistent acoustic performance. 

ATC's MK I Tri-Amp Pack systems are available as an option if required. 

The Result... • Stunning accuracy and clarity 
• Clean well damped bass 
• Smooth detailed treble 
e Totally transparent mid range 
• No overdraft!!! 

If you aspire to the unrivalled quality of ATC monitoring, but are 

working to a tight budget, contact Stephen Leigh who will be pleased to 
tell you exactly how economical these kits are. ATC1C5Os and 100s are on 
demonstration by appointment. 

Wilmslow Audio Limited, Wellington Close, Padcgate Trading Estate, ICnutsford, 
Cheshire, WA16 8DX, England. Tel: (0565) 650605 Fax: ( 3565) 650000 
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ILLIAMSON AMPLIFIER 

THE WILLIAMSON 

AMPLIFIER 
A compilation of original articles describing a classic valve 

amplifier, reviewed by Noel Keywood. 

T
heo Williamson worked for M.O. 
Valve Co after the war. He 
designed his renowned amplifier in 

1947 and modified it in 1949, its claim to 
fame being very low distortion - a magical 
0.1% figure - for what was, then, high 
power output ( 15watts). The output 
tubes are KT66s, Kinkless Tetrodes from 

GEC now made in China and available 
from P.M. Components. The design was 
pub'ished in Wireless World and became 
well known in both America arid Britain. It 
relied on the use of negative feedback 
globally applied, being one of the first 
amplifiers to do so. As sucn, it was 
something of a pioneering design, 

R6 

7 

5.25mA 

WILLIAMSON 
autdeititie 

R10 

R9 

iornA 

R11 

R13 

ARTICLES REPRINTED FROM "WIRELESS WORLD" 

38V 

R12 

discussing concepts such as open-loop 
gain and stability criteria, doubtless helping 
a lot of design engineers reach an 
understanding of such matters in the 
process. 

This 40 page book reprints his original 
design and a later modified version, plus 
answers to readers queries, circuits for 
tone controls, a radio feeder unit and 
even a cartridge pre-amp. It's the 
discussions of theory gathered together in 
one compact source that makes this book 
valuable and absorbing. Williamson also 
includes some transformer design 
equations, as well as winding data and 
section connection details - rare but 
valuable information that I've otherwise 
seen only in the increasingly costly and 
rare Radio Designers Handbook (long out 
of print). Since the real secrets of a good 
audio transformer lie in the way its 
sections are arranged, something we pore 
over for hours here to ensure our in-
house designs reach high standards, 
especially in the notoriously difficult inter-
stage driver transformer for example 
(300B), this book carries some real 
nuggets. 

However, many people will also want 
to know what sort of amplifier they will 
end up with, should they build 
Williamson's design. In my view, it isn't 
ideal for beginners; Mullard came up with 
a simpler equivalent in the later 5-20 and 
we've produced an even simpler and 
more robust design in K588I that also 
delivers 20watts at 0.1% distortion from 
kinkless tetrodes with global feedback. 
However, whether you do or do not 
intend to build the actual amplifier - and I 
know many people who've enjoyed doing 
so, even if one did gripe about latent 
instability and the difficulty of optimising 
phase compensation to avoid oscillation - 
the book itself is a delight from the 
period. It contains quantities of valuable 
information not now available anywhere, 
except in treasured hoards. So in 
reprinting this information, Old Colony 
Sound Lab of the States have made 
available the wherewithal for audio 
enthusiasts to once again get really 
involved in their pastime - and that's why 
we've chosen to sell this book in Britain • 

Available from Hi-Fi World, 

see page I 0 I. 
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Audio flote 
TOPCAPI 

Topcap For 807 pentode etc Neel 975 You may want lo start 

your protect wrth less overall cost and or this purpose we can 
offer Me following "industrial grade Penns valve bases 

Type Mounting Price Ex UK Val 
8-pin le EL34, 6550. 

KT66, 6L6G Chassis wIth bracket 1 45 

9-pin le ECC&I. ECC88, 
5687,6350 Chassis vnth shroud 185 

9111111 MITE 011111111131TS PARTS 1PI.XT. 

We have deaded to der a range of the ultra high eel« components used 
In nest ol Me AUDIO NOTE merles to the discerning do-it-yourself 
vane welder enthused These components delude specially made valve 
bases paper m dl signal capacstes. ewer 8 silver tel signal causes. 
Black Gate graphrte eiedrolec capacitors acid/corrosive-bee silver 
solde, adm output transtemers, valves and many ever useful lids and 
preces mon upgradIng old a construchng at new valve greets 

All pones are exclefing Vat std, rf you live Inside te EEC. UK Vg will 
be added to your purchase after be edition of postage and passing costs 

We accept VISA. Mastercard Access. Dmers. and Amex. to pay this var, 
re mil need your address. card no oath dal and miry dales. you can 
also pay by bankers draft Euro Segue of cheques drawn on a UK tona 
account Please ride that there is a miner rivage on creed card 
transactions ol 02050 

Delivery Is ',erred,/ about 7 days from receipt or cleared funds, but please 
allow rep to 60 days roi sene menS. rf not stout at tte time or omen 

any col you reading this have possession al any books whet contasn 
Isar:melon reread to he subpeCt of Selo Design and Much would be 
usehil to share me otters. please kt us know ether by lax or telephone, 

Pere rs enema d 20 00 (payee eales ode MIS Poe.) 10 
embody who sends us a book slice contarns useful information about 
valve morale design or theory 

Crrunts. valved* 8 Basic Techncal Information 

If you sue like some suggesbons she to base a future psotect around. 
then we shall be happy to provide you with a cumin pack costarring good 
woods like ONGAXU. KE-GONILASSAL NE160. GNOU-ON plus several 
otter poses greener drags and UNTIL& pre-arnpldier rd1(11 is the 
best pre-wellies dread we have come arrose Just send a stashed set, 
addressed 44-see envelope, together with 5 00 pounds In small 
denommahon. or If you live outside the UK a US$15 00 in SEuls wyll do. 
please do not send Intended Response Coupons or Internahonal 
money ordess, as Mey eel more to cash than die value 

We can also supply eel ol data sheets lathe most cenmonly used 
valves. ECC82. ECC88/6922. 1 2AY743072A 7025/124X7WMCC83. 

65.67. 3008, 211/W4C, 845. EL344C47. 293624.5040, 6/34/6014. 
EL84/6605. 65601, 6166 5681/61.6W6C/KT66 Again send a stamped 
sell addressed 44 envelope together inth - 4 00in small denenneon 
G Sor il outside the UK anodes USS 15 Wend suffice 

Smce nottung really pods ate gives a reaseable background to the 
subact d salve amplifier cocoa design Guy Adams and I have written and 
assembled a nester of aitedeS and extracts horn old books stuch ave 
some background to Me suOped, do not expect to bsene an instant 
emert. Pe O sell serve as a used retererce Kr the beginner as sell as the 
mom advanced, se have expanded this into-pack to Include even nue 
useful Intention. so d you have alseady bouge Vie old pack. just send 
2 00 or USS 5 00 For Me blIpal a small chaige is required Ms now E 
7 00. in small denommeon stamps wer a stamped self addressed 
envelope, on outude the UK please send USS 25 00 

We do accept a UK cheque or bankers Ore or Pound Sterling le Inc above 
charges as *ell 

SOU110 PIACTKES, 

y you are seriously rnterested in tie subject at etve epee amen. 
mthoul the usual preconceived notions d state %bee welsher design 
and Pennine (the tiestional meet veld has broKet us Me blessings d 
the transistor emitteer. has dmously dispelled WI quite 

eceenentelle). Men SOUND PRACTICES is We magazine to read. here 
you sell hod arbors ecut design parameter& De glides tor welders 
and SpeaYES. females and old. di at« scels the wry selects that 
none d the self serving. Messing led traditional press eall tote as dey 

do not seance the trimness of Me normal advertisers You Can buy 
SOUND PRACTICES horn us - 5 00 per copy (there are cursently 4 
ruses avertable) cr by subsepton horn SOUND PRACTICES P 0 Box 
1%662. Ausbn, TO 78718, USA A regular modem weld bargain and 
Mere are rustically none at epee in hem today With errece 
subscrephon support SOUND PRACTICES may just bring about the s0550 
practices" that the hit Industry has abandoned la so long So get a 
demotion!, 

SOUND PRACTICES Issue 5 is HERE, so your next seekend is saved. Buy 

a copy lost 5 00 • Pstage sed addressed envelope me cede d you 
Me In dye 01(1. senen OuI lile bee your own ONGAKU copper version 
etc etc 

REISACIL 

This is ore type at leedback thal we are not entirety agape Poestove 
Feedback Is the dub magallne lor the Oregon Triode Gooey me 
spiranons terse greatness not unitise de great underground magazmes 
ot the 1 970S d is a quarterly pubic:gee ot my. creamers« 
momentary, by 1n-house vedes, reenters. as well as vaned Industry 
doyens on the gees d muse audro. Ishnology and the quest te 
muscat sateNchon. I la one. Mears an excellent read and provrdes a 
good adesnative dew to mod al DeertAmhrbed press whe lends to env 
the weld In the coded at vital new products n evadable reht now. 

mthout peng much nerved. backwards Positive Feedback Is available 
el 6 00 peg eve 

CURER KITS. 

Ai the current moment Ihe lollenng kds are under developmenn. and 
should be eatable dumg 1994. Me sequence of ontrodeon may be 
Ordered horn Me number as we expect Me KIT THREE lo become available 
in March 1994 

KIT TWO 5550 single-ended. 15 watts Class A. on a stereo emus, 
epee cost 1599 00 incl Vg KR THREE 3006 parallel single-ended. 
mono dose, 16/17 watts Class A erpected cost about C 1.450 00 Inc 
Vat KIT FOUR 606 push pull. 10 walls Class A. shueo chess's, erected 
cost f 179 00 Ind Val KIT FIVE 6550 push Dull Class A81. Ed watts, neno 
thasmy,eepeeeedonsto 799 03 II you are In deed asto shelter a kit 
gored is sudable log you « suggest you spend 010 00 on tuying de 
Indructores for the KIT ONE, smote 300B amnia«, this sell give you a 
good idea Metter a WI project rs le you, It you decide to buy a kd den 
De 010 00 sill be refunded against Me cod of the WI As Me other luts 
become evadable then Indructron manuals sell also he available at f 10 00 
ON 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS Speol nations PP - Push . Pull PPP • 

Parallel Push- Pull SE • Single-ended PSE • Single-ended Parallel UL 
set« 43% deal.« MPS as a general rule se do not condone be use 
01UL-taps, as se consider these clement to sound reality - • Dynaco 
replacement 
NI mein impedances are Calculged los Class A operaron the man 
considergen given lo matrmum dynes pew transfer eddy and 
minim, &gybe, rater than meaningless steady stale gre- e 

seamen con:talons 

All our uncle-ended output handeners we «gapped, and the rrecomum 
standing cursed adored before saturation is shoot', in column 5 
All our output transformers have a frequency response sell beyond Me 
austere range. typically 2011: - 40 KW mine 1 5013, all are 1E-cored me 
high grade Siboon steel larnmations, sound see oxygen- free  ooeeer rum 
and suppled relh either bell-ends or harm, both rwth th/Ing lees 
We generally merspeorly our transformers by 50% poser in Push-Pull 
(tech means Mal a transformer slated as 25 MRS sOl allow about 35-38 
sae pees, our single-ended outputs see generally over secifie by 

100% Much means tre ley cell Instantaneously all. peaks d double 
the even mermen poses through undetode 

We do not give any further echoed Inlonnahon on our output 
transformers. as se do not rersh to ee pail ir rem.' ConeetlaS ove 
pseuds are designed to edema she are arid sell be understand once 
they are listened tor 
In addltron to the output transformers oftered tetra, se offer a design 
sesnce ithem se can supply almost any requirerneel for mdeband 
handymen, sheer Ir meophones, moving ooil cartrrêpes. line Input. 
phase splines. onterstages. drives or pees output.« design and 
rhanutacture proldypes rn-house, the poet le Me paper design is f 
200 00. prototype cost Is calculated on a pes case bags We can also 
PCduce producton quantdes 
Sees are green as WankrIleldWDepth. Mere depth is the depth of the 
cod itself and width is the tended the core 

ANISSIT! CtIOKESO INDUCTORS 
Vale See 
0 510400mA 
314 WM 
310/250n4 for ONGAKU/Cu 
91/150mA 
9040998 
1011125mA 
101500998 
2011/50Ma 

63574576 ses 
98+6543 me, 
6846558 ven 

Othe values can be suppled by order ads tos quote 

Prue Ex UK Vat 
1 800 
14 00 
2400 
21 OC 
31 00 
2600 
3300 
24 00 

Me MOTE PAPER IN OIL COPPER 8 SILVER FOIL SIGNAL 
CAPACITORS 
We are currently developing atwo tether ranges ot paper in od capacdors 
Mere «dead atuung aluminum loll as in Me above paper saps. in Me 
first range as use an omen free dope loir wrth 99 99% pee sold save 
ON out roses, these owner paper signal capaolors re congderely 
bete' Man he stand* dens Secondly to bodge the pnce-qualty 
gap between Me nere standard papeMod cam and Me Japanese 
handmade Saver lod signal cancers. se sell be often ex am 
99 99% pee stye tel signal capacrtes Mich are pretty staggenng mr 

ready pen if I have to say this myse (as Ian the only one who have 
heard the samples so tart Me saver loll caps sell also have sold silver 
lead- out wises To start sith Mere will te a few values/voltages of each 
available 

ARM ME COPPER FOIL PAPER IN OIL CAPACITORS 

Vale DC Voyage See Pre ex UK Val 

0 047rrf 630 ell 28.xl 6mm 1235 
0 le 630 rod 33;22 mrn 14 65 
0.15e 630 von 35,22 min 16 45 
0.22nf 630 rod 56,25 mm 1975 
0 47mF 630 volt 5648 rrs 2745 
1 ref 630 vott 6544 min 46.85 

Ana 11111 SILVER FOIL PAPER IN OIL CAPACITORS 
0.04150 630 volt 1406 men 41.00 
O net 638 min 1606 mm 74.X-
01550 630 voll 2246 mm 1111.00 
0 22,4 %One 1946 mm 115.00 
0 474F 630 von 2546 mm 196.03 
I« 630 von 38x46 mm 486.65 

WIWI OWE SILVER FOIL 51671AL CAPACITORS 
Rest song capacdors evadable. query really speaks le set used in 
arselders like ONGAKU. KFGON. GNOU-ON and MITube Silver, 
handmade in very United gene« at Audio Ndes fee in Tokyo, 
Jade, These capacrtors use a fine my« him **Mc and are 
manutadured using considerable tension on the toil ed dielectric to gne 
the best possible metact and the esi dope loo internal resonance 

Value 
e 

0 02mF 
0 me 
o ni 
02e 

DC Voltage 
500 volt 
50) volt 
500 volt 
503 en 
500 voll 

Prue« UK Vg 
177 CO 
211 75 
346 75 
645 75 
995 75 

AIM SITE PAPER IN OIL RESERVOIR CAPACITORS Mainly 
for use in induct°, power supplies but have Other uses 

Value DC Voltage Size Price Ex UK Vat 

2rnF 400 volt 3000%5 mm 26 75 

nimF 630 volt 354502 mm 33 65 22F 

I No volt 45x45x 72 mon 41 75 

2mF 1600 volt 50x70x72 mm 45 95 
Inf 1000 volt 45015x1 20 mm 49 95 

slmF 2500 volt 70x 70420 mm 265 75 

10mF t000 1011 70000400 mm 96.75 
12mF 1000 volt 70000420 mm 109 95 

12mF 1600 volt 100000420 mm 136.75 

12mF 2000 vOlt 103x100x220 mm 159.75 

POTENTIOMETERS 

Best evadable horn sound quality - pies needed, made by Noble in 
Japan, lugh query conductive piado ern Volume Controls Impedance 
Construchon Pre Ex UK Vg 
1 0000hm Stereo Frame type. PCB minted 345 
100KOhm Stereo Primed-310d type. PCB mounted 12.65 

A beer alternahre is the KO-ON volume controls she are used In pre 
amphhers Ike Me 5171u0e. MILine, and in a mono version on the input on 

the NEIRO, KASSAI. I(E009 and GAKU-ON, these are very good soundfng 
pots by any sterclard 
Impedance Construct« 
100KOhrn Stereo Encapsulated 32 25 
100KOhm Mono Lame Escapades' 70 65 
ICOKOhm Stereo Large Encapsulated hrgh dually 107 45 

Balance Contrds 

1 00t(Ohm Pane ryle PCB mounted 3 W 

ICCIKOhrn EncaPSulaied type. PCB mounted 14 15 
KO-ON also makes a ery good moldy 1 »Ohm balance cored. gm lar 
to the encapsulated 1000 pot, Mrs costs I 32 25 

NM MT PRECISION CARBONFILM RESISTORS 

In addrhon to Me non-napes tantalum resides we are gem to stock a 
range ol esmen correlated cartiorde resistors rn marry cases the 
carbonfilm rest*, rs laminable a you are bulldog an ambler based on 
an old orcet Ike tor example the *591st another man d Snnitar 
vane We shall be stocking values sortable log projects hke the Vit91 in 
r2 endive? values Cese Pesetas are made especially lor us by a reps 

manulactures 

They cost le the 1/2 wait C3 30 eaoh 

1 watt C4 85 eadi 
2 wan % ahead, 

AUDIO MOTE CFJUNIC STAI/O-OFFS. 

In most hankered valve poses snubbers it is frequently Moult lo gel > Hied healer run plop,, ,pended and sepwated, sleety and redly from 
Me chassis, this especially apples when bulldog amplohers uung de really high voltage directly ' irs like 211.1/14-C. 845 849 30411. DA100 
etc When planning design like Ms il rs Imported to oncosposate suitable Layout horn the start and C x ode NOTE stand-offs should be mom or less 
mandatory un thg context They are coree-re type with dude Insulator and eater a me-round turned head" on Me single way vessron or separated 
solder slds on Me mull-way verses 

Type No 
AN-421 
AN-422 
AN-423 
AN-452 2 
AN-453 3 
AN-455 5 
AN-458 8 
AN-460 10 
AN-476 6 
AN-479 9 

Number II Tags Hebd/Length 
1 255mm 
1 17 amm 

22 6nm 
Adjustable. I len 
Adjustable, 24mm 
Adjustable, 32men 
Adiustable. 58mm 
AdoistaPe, 72mm 
25mm/45mm 
25ovvfbmn, 

Ma WI AUDIO QUALITY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Single-ended Cecuts 

  Valve Max Cl A Poser 
EL84/ECL86/61/6 20.es 

3006/248E84G 25 watts 
EL34%CA7 30 walls 
243/6846 30 watt 
588170166 30 watts 
21161% %watts 

211614C/845 50 bees 

3006 %wads 

845 50 wens 
21 INT4C 75 watts 

New SE Pr octud 
EL34/6550A068 
3000V2A3.4646 
616G 

Push-Pull Cocoas 

ELM/EC1866V6 
EL3N151.66/5881 
243/6134G/300B 
01884550 

034/K166/5881 
845 
1488/6550 
K78806550 

20 wes 
%watts 
30 sets 

15watt 

25 watts 
30 sans 
50 watts 
50 watts 
50 sets 
60 wans 
100reans 

Pure Saves Wired Outputs 
3C06/2A3/ 664G 25 vats 
211614-C/845 50watts 

Solde Connechon Chassis Fixing Price Be UK Vg 
Wrap-round Saes- in Pod 1.41 
Wrap-round Surese bod 1.11 

Solde slot Screw In 1.41 
Solder slots Dual bolt scremln 2.42 
Shier Slota Dual bolt scree-in 3.05 
Solder slots Dual boll screrrin 4.04 
Solder slots Dull hoe screw-in 5.79 
Solder slols Dual bon sores-in 731 

Solder dots Screw-1n Pods 535 
Solder slots Screw-rn bolts 7.53 

Prier-Sec IneedanCe See/Weed Max Current Pnce ex UK VAT 
21(6 - 4/8 Ohms 1174840mm 110n4 PSE 87 CO 

21(5 - 4/8 Ohms 11748.40mm 9OrnA SE 91 00 
1 K5 - 4/8 Ohms 11 54845am 1 80m4 PSE 11300 
1 425 - 4/8 thons 984245rnm 1 30mA PSE 971)0 

201- 4/8 Ohms 1154845mm 140m4 PSE 1X86 
1011 - 4/80hms 11746d0Omm 150mA SE 11400 
10K - 4/8 Ohms 112x134x1-50mm 150n4 SE 124.00 
1025 -4/800ms 135x115x125mm 180mA PSE 151 00 

21(5 - 4/8 Ohms 1 37x1 1 4x1 30mm 1 80n4 PSE 172130 
50-4/8 Ohms 137x115x145 mm 240mA PSE 237,00 

30 - 4/8 Ohms 1174642 rim 130mA SE 10e00 

205M/1601ns 1174840mm 90n4SE 10250 
3K-4/8 Deans 1154845 rnm 140mor PSE 107 00 

8K-4/8 Ohms 804748 mm PP 42.0) 
Ea(-4/8 Ohms 88x7340 mm PP 59 00 
5K-4/8 Ohrre 88x 754) mm PP ea 00 
606 -4/8 Puns 106e3140 mm pp 73.00 

31( -4/8 Ohnn 984243 men PPP 74 00 
CA8 -4/8 dims 10803140 men PP 11400 
403 -4/8/15 Ohms 125e10951 13 rnm 111 PP Ill % 

?K2 44/161:eves 150x147x118mm 01. PP/PPP 134 WI 

214 - 4/8 Ohms 11741340 mm 90mA SE 1.645 00 
10K - 4/8011ms 11204,150m 150mA SE 1 975 00 

The NOS MITT sliver weed outputs listed here are clamped and made In the UK se can supply the AUDIO NOTE Japan mandectured outputs los the 
ONGAKU or the KEGON but they are excephonally pa:enure as you would sped horn erns Mal Use up.rds trom 100 heces each to make, for 
example an output transformes le an ONGA101 costs £16 KO 00 

11911 MAINS TRANSFORMERS 

The range relates to our brushed products mains transformers are notoriously dotted dems to offer as de numbs of perreaztons ol HT and Neale 
voltages are almost endless We have added marefranstorrners tos menu seeress of the KASSAl and ONGAKU as thee has been renderable call le 

these license se* prepanng runstrandonners lor Me M91 descnbed in Sound Nachos hue 1, we shall conlme to expand le range as 
cpportunaies and ow expenenor veth your 'epergne« meow 

Pnmary Voltages 
OvA004 111,11205 

Ov/220v/230v/240v 
120v/1 10v/100v/Ov 
OvA004 104120v 

12041 10411:0e/Oss 
1 coot an 20v 

Ove1000 10•7120v 

Oeil 00vA 1 04 20s 

(NA 004 1 OM 20e 
Oeil 005/I 1 041 Tes 

2ani ovn oom» 
001 000 1 OM 20e 

1200 104100" 
Ovil 00vA 1 Ore 20e 

12041 1Cv/100v/Or 

loom lama 

1 205/11 Ov/1 00vAN 

1 00o1 1 Ovil 20v 

For 04Se melon 

130,111 Ov/1 00v/Or 
1 0041 1 Ov/1 20v 

Secondary HT Wenengs 

Or - 230v g 350mA 

05 - 230s at 04 Arm 

300v - Os- Mod 6OrnA 

Secondasy liege Wren% Price Ex UK Vas 
0r-12 6v al 1 Amp 3400 
3 1 5v-Ov-3 1 5v g 4 Arnp 

0.126vg 1 A 41 CO 

315v - 3 15v g 4 Amp 

12 6v-Ovall 5A 
Edo- Osege0Orne 

Cie - 290v 40mA 126v-dealt 5A 

Ov - 6 av g 300mA 
31 Ov-2440-0-241,3 1 °vela 15v -0,3 1 5v al1 5 Arnp 

3215e6 1 26vall5Arrp 
Ov-920v al 1 60mA 
150v-I 50e at 50 rM 

39048-39)v al 200 mA 
1 7Ors g 50m4 

425v-0r-425v g 220mA 

390v-Ov-390v al 200mA 

365e - Ga Mr a 1200M 

0 - 1 Cle at 4 Ass, Ov-6 3, ai 

1 .5.4 - 5v g 2 54 
3 15v-04-3 15v g 1 2Amp. 7v 
A 3.4, 7v al IA 5« at 2A 

15v-On-3 15y al 264 

7 Ch-Orr al 2A 7 Ov-Ov al 2A 

Ore-Osi g 3.4 

31 5v-0,3 1 5. g 750mA 

1 70-0e al 50M. 7 De -Orr at 

3.4 7 0- Org3.45v - Oval 

3.1 5v0e3 1 5v g 1 .2A 
1 SOrOs g 1 5Ornek 1 Oe0v 

325A. 1 0.4:N at 325A 

5v-0.13/85v-Chilll 

5v - 0v al3.4 5v - 0v al 3A 

63e-063vg1254 

46 00 
Ice M7Txte Pre-amp 
sell 501 choke Input 

filter 

26 00 

12 50 

98 00 

86 70 

95 60 
Ion KIT ONE a KIT 

THREE MONO channel 

I 07 00 

24. 

137 00 

Fos ONGA01.1 replica 

We also have a mainstfanSfOrmef/c110ke Pt Ire the WE91 poses erne'''en as shown In Sound Fractions, This combined wilt ous single-ended output 

ltanstommrs +nth ACM. PnosaY mpedarce, mil make a very he replica d thus class. amide 

AMMO NU PAPER PI OIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS 

Thee handmade signal caPacees aie sessile sew« lo dry ome piasbc. ome, pape ryes se have borne osons II you hart never experienced the 

drtemee det e mall/ end freg/el caustics can mete on a vahe amnia«. Den you really should by Our suturally made papenorl caps bete a Me. 
COICior, ladf at hate.s and evenness oldetrunc bee.our adoSs te tregency range, she Is guaranteed lo Pods up you, day' Recommended as 

replacements mob and new valve amplifiers alike land even in Me odd Manske amide) and essentel for DIV erects in lne sith erwronmenal 

standards all NMI MITE paper In od capaoles contain only non-low. *degradable vegetable el. Me pee Is a smugly treated and Impregnated by 
a method Mat enhances tepee and sound qualay, to ensure ophmum performance all round 

Value 

0 0154F 

0 022mF 

0 047nf 

0 082mF 

0 12nf 

0 18mF 

0 22nf 

0 330 
1 4ni 

orn se 
022rrf 

056mF 

082mF 
18rrf 

22e 

3350 

39nf 
47nf 

2250 
39nf 

1 2mF 
0 22mF 

0 22mF 

DC Voltage 

403 vel 

400 volt 

400 rod 

400 volt 

400 ON 

401 ell 

4C0 volt 

400 volt 

400 vet 

630 ed 
630 elt 

630volt 

630 volt 

630 volt 

630 volt 
630 ed 

630 volt 

630 volt 

1000 volt 

1000 volt 
IOW volt 

1600 elt 

2IXX) ve 

Size 

21e mrn 

35x10mrn 

32x1 1 mm 

33d4mm 
3344 mrn 

3246 mm 

35x18 mm 

4348 mrn 

70,24 am 
1 74 mm 

2010 mm 

33x15 rnm 

31x1 6 en 

4Ix18 mm 

521% mm 

52,22mm 
52,26 en 

5246 am 

5646 mm 
6146 en 

723,40 mrn 
6046 men 

7049 mm 11 55 
NI Pa% MIR Peg in ac What Cesdes we asset TyPe kW are *tamp a range at very small peered tree NM mn oil capacdes at Ihe snarled 
mn Alton to the abee 11w anged/BM ISTE pape in oil banal wadies is seedy expanclack so aSk te vales Mai you do MA See 

Pre ex UK Vat 

285 

3.75 

110 

425 

4.75 
515 

5.85 

6.75 

14.95 

285 

325 

425 

456 

5.15 
5.75 

725 

7% 

fies 
6% 

1165 

16 75 

965 



INITI ACID 8 CLORIDE FREE SILVER SOLDER 

The best solder we hase teen telle to fed, does not contaminate the 
lunation. which over tune increases tuned, resistance Used in all our 
areders horn OTO lo the GAKU-ON 

WeighVMeasure 

50 grammes or about 6 mete 1 nun diameter 
1 kilo 011041 mm diameter 

Pref./4 UK Val 
19.95 

210 65 

AIM NOTE CABLES 8 WIRES 
We are doud to oner the AIIII8 Nil ranee ot high dual* copper and 
eves coax, speaker and swing cables whe depending on the overall 
pre or the doped, sill do pee lo any hai system regardless ot dee 

Soliel 99 99% Pure ANN 11811 Save Wire 
Gauge Insulation Material Pre per Meter Ex UK 

Val 
0 05rnm Polyuredune 16 75 
0 2rnrn Polyurethane 22 75 
0 envn MC 24 95 
0 fern ML 27 85 

0 8men MC 31 75 
1 nun ML 36 75 
TM above solid silver wires are suitable lof inductors tor speaker 
brosemers, both enliVe and passive or lor internal erring in Mourne 

anpilirs 

AII818 NU Coax Interconnect Cables 
Type/Colon, code Constreen Price per Stereo 

Meter Ex UK Vg 

AN- 1, Mo. symmetrical 91 
copper ld7 coax 15 32 

AN-C red symmetrical OFH 
Copper le coe 29 79 

AN-S dark grey eh symmetrical 99 99% 
yellow slope silver lit, coat 84 25 
AN-V gher grey eh symmetrical 99 99% 
yellm stripe saver le coax 152 35 
654-Va silver grey symmetrical 99 99% 

silver le coax 38298 
II is recommended la use Me internal ban silver wires in the AUDIO NOTE 
coax cables as internal wiring cable, yin is slut se do in emitters like 
the ONG41(11. M7Tute etc 

NtlSi & Wiring Cables 
heeded *de Construction 

AN-D green single core 6k/ capper 
speaker suing 685 

AN-B due double grand. screened 
*nee writing 91 speaker rare 12 34 
654-I blue euble strand, screered 
black mend 6N le copper speaker me 25 11 
AN- SP saver single core 15 strand 99 99% litr 106 38 

ever speake rare 
Ati-SIN silver single core 20 shand 

99 99% le else, speaker wire 382 98 
PTFE Insulated User Pled Copper Wires 
We can also provide less expensive wiring *Pe for hard reinn9 >cue. 
these PIPE insulated PINtr pled copper wires are 19 strand of 015 mm 
rare and come in brown. bled, blue pink. red. green, orange, solel. raffle 
and rednete they cost E 1 60 Per meter ir airy colour 

Mill BITE HIGH QUALITY STEPPED ATTENUATORS 8 SWITCHES 
These handmade attenuate and switches are mandactured by affle* d 
Mr Kondo 01 ANIS NU, and represent the best available volume 
conde and metes yet:ease re your pre-arreghtet the ?emcee, is 
48 steps and we else/audit. Platen conlanternies rear» with e 
way ot tantalum hlm resistors 1199 switches feature silver plated contes 
and sell cleaning action 
Type Yee Price Ex UK Vat 
Stereo Pdentiorneter 
/Attenualor 50KOhrns 198 75 

Stereo Potentiometer 
/Manual« 100KOhms 207 75 
2 Channel seen 6 - way adjustable 78 75 
4 Channel sech 6 - way etude& 101 75 

Price per Mono 
Meter Ex UK Vat 

AM WE SELECTED AUDIO VALVES 
Ose valsa are sel eed loom the test avadele sources and are teded lo 
de same strInged standee mai we apply in am pt Metal o our cerro 
amplifiers. they WI into hvo categories, standard production items and 
rare. mostly NOS New Old Stock) valves ranch are no longer in 
preketion We have comae a smug list d the NOS items she ts 
pebble on request. bend the vets di this fist are NOT cheep 
Slenda81 Stock hems. 

Type No Tee Pfeil UK Val 
ECC835/124X7 
WA/7925 
E88CC/6922/613J8W4/7308 
EF86/6267/2729 
ECC82/1 2401/581 la 
6511101 
651701 
65.17 
5687WA 
6350WA 
0164,9805 
EL841468135WA 

65607 
6L6G 
5881A(T66/616WGC 
11.34G 
6550/088 
6033 

6457/6080 

243 4- pin 

3008 
51.14G 
50307 
50401 
GI34/54R4 
6161 

RESISTORS 

Beyschle 

double triode 295 
double triode 395 
pentode 245 
deride Mode, mil spec 575 
double triode. USX base 1/5 
double Mode, 289 base 285 
pentode 1/5 
double Mode very poet,' 4,55 
doutne triode 475 
small poser pentode 155 
small poser perdee 
ma spec version 875 
smell ponen pentode 245 
medium pOPPI perilorle 275 
medium poser ladle 495 
poser pentode 745 
Urge poser *rode 12.45 
poseur regulator. 
Indirectly heated Made 24.65 
Wong regulatoo. 
indirectly haled triode 645 

dredly heated small 
power Mode 
directly heated Pose rode 
HT.rectare 
HT-feel* 
HT- reefer 
HT-redder 
HT-redder, sery good for 
de-amplders 

1795 
5795 
325 
2.25 
225 
875 

MOM BM HIGH QUALITY CERAMIC VALVE BASES 
/JI dl nu valse bases meddle lunge possible warty. nude hen Cede and using de best metal pets from alloys eich rem the sporg tension 

. . . —  pail cl any Otto oroene .590 the ram pin tor longer Ise are recommence, as wee.. net old rese sown., dui sOno O be an r.,-,wnsii 
Mounting Pee; Price Ex UK Val 

Gold 825 
Neke 725 
Silver 14 75 

beArret Silver/chrome 15995 
Gold 975 
Silver 615 
Gold 785 
Save 675 
Gold 795 

Type 

4-pin UX4 tor X08(243/13014 
1-pin 004 11,00013/243/901A 
1-mn 004 WE-type Ice 3008/243/M1 A 
4-pin Jumbo 4 lor 21 INT1C/845 
5-pin UY5lor 807 
7-pin B7 for 6%4. OA? 
7-prn 87 In 6X4 042 
7-pin B7 tor 94, 042 
7-pin 87 toe 6X4 042 
8-pin 288 for E134, 6550 5114G 
GZ31. 6L6G. etc 
8-fan USX for E134, 6550. 5U4G 
GZ31. 6L6G. etc 
9-pin 99 tor ECC83. ECC813. 5687.5360. etc 
9-pin B9 for ECC83. ECC88, 5687 6350. etc 
9-pin B9A lor ECC83 ECC88. 
5687. 6350. et etc 
9- pin 89A for ECM. ECC88, 
5687.6360, etc etc 
9-pin 994 ECC83 ECC/38. 56E7 6350 etc 
9-pin BOA ton ECC83, ECU/3. 5687 6150. et 

Chassis 
Chassis 
Chassis 
Chassis 10th 
Chassis 
PCB 
PCB 
Chassis from above 
Chassis from above 

Chassis 

Chassis 
PCB 
PCB 

Chests from above 

Chase from above 
Chases horn below 
Chasse trom Pew 

Sam( 565 

Gold 
Saar 
Gold 

Silver 

Gold 
Saver 
Gold 

865 
185 
575 

220004 
2204 

3195voll 
45090 

52‘30 min radial can 445 
411,30 mm rareiri can 5.85 
11,1, rrrn radial 

sues terminals 27 65 

RCA, 841C. BANANA. PLUGS. RCA SOCKETS SPEAKER 6 GROUNO 
TERMINALS 61.00DSPF.AKER SPADES 
RCA Plugs 
Staged Gold plug 155 
AN-C Gold 260 365 

Slug 851 
Man AUDIO lIOTE plug teen insulate non-magnee 25 53 

RCA Sockets 

1 ype 

RCA socket neel plated 
RCA socket gold plated 

445 AN-CS AM 11811 ne-magnetic 
tenon insulated 
socket, gold plied 675 

495 
715 

TOPCAPS 
Toecap For 807 pentode etc Nidiel 9 75 You may grant lc start your doled mth less viera I cost and loi this pie005 ne can ode de kneed 

'industrial grade' ceramic valve tees 
Type Mounirng Pre Ex UK Val 
8-pin tos E134, osso. K766. 6160 Chase inth Peel 1 45 
9-pin la ECC&3. ECC88, 5687. 6.150 Chassis eh ere] 185 

IMITE CERAMIC STANDOFFS 
In most hardwired valve poser ampillegs d is frequently Melt to gel de HT and heater rails Droner seceded and seared salen and eat Y fie 
the dussis. Mrs especially appli een bidding amplihers using te really high voltage drrecey fl.P. nag 7041 pAtry 

etc When planning design like this it is important to tncorPorate suitable lane from Me start. , ' Aleln NOTE ' ' " ' ' • 
mandatory in Itat context They are sores- in he red, stelae insulator and either a reap-roe, 

solder gots on the multi-way *eons 

Type No 

AN-421 
AN-42.2 
MI-423 
AN-452 
AN-453 
AN-455 
AN-458 
AN-460 
AN-476 
66-479 

unier ol Tags 

o 

Nene61-egth Sol er Connection Chasse Flung Price 
Ex UK Vat 

255 rem Wee- mind Scres-In bon 141 
171rwn Wrap-round Scres-in bolt ' 41 
226 ovn Sober slot Screw- in 141 
Adheele. 17mm Salter slds Dual boll screw- in 142 
Achustable, 24mm Solder slots Dual bon screw-in 3 (15 
Acheable 32rten SoIler slets Dual bolt screrr-in 404 
Admeable 58,050 Sole slots Oual bolt same-in 579 
Adheathe 72mm So e slds Dual ozo screw- in 731 
25mni/45,nrn Solder slots Screw- In bolts 535 
25md/66mm Seer slots Seine- in bolts 753 

RACK SAII BECT11811 TIMIS. High PePIN/TIVICe. Graph* Electrolytic 181105005 
There are sery kw aide pets gladsome a guaranteed improsernerd Men replacing practically rn ere part bd this is stet the RAU WI capacitors 

eluallY e Eeniend any electmlyte capacitor anywhere in Me cued at an meter or In IN cross., dada**, sell greedy area* sound gaudy 
We are worked on some guidelines esto where how and she types al Black Gates to use in dement circuits, Me first such technical guideline is availabe 
nos and is called Improving ym, r l' n - .• " -,- 0- hi, •,,1 m sending a stamped addresed enelope lo e requesting this lealle MAIM WI 
Level 2 Signahrre products rise black 0-t E l-ec Oros T re - nst - r • ,cel 
senagese SPPOIY 100000011 
It is very Important lo ,11 ." ' i BLACK GATE ,,..aca, ,, rake toe to charge-up 0009510e eel Mg put in mot depending on type and ap(lealion 

this maturing- tune,' 
Value 80-Type .upgaled Use Price Ex UK Val 
41104 25,ii PK Arnie., 165 
5301 55008 PK Anyste 1 75 
0 47re 500011 PK Arreeser 105 
1 re 950011 PK eye, 1 12 
2 2re 50volt PI( kny,tbee 123 
3 3,if 50000 Pt( 4nyolrf 138 

414 50000 PK Amster 168 
1 Ore 50volt PK knee 1 87 
22,01 50volt PK 4nywher 268 
lœnf 60506 Slander Amber 547 
1 Obe 1 (dell Slane Aretere 775 
1 OCOrd 1 6voll Standar anyeer 822 

100Orrf 5050E Standar Anywhere 21 55 
226414 1 6,08 Stela Amster 435 
410011 1 60011 Standard AnyMe 635 
229501 50vot Standar Anywter 13 45 
10.000mF Well Staniar PSU smoothing 234 65 
479504 1 6ell Starer Anyrkere 14 25 
47rrf . 47mF wad - 550+ surge 91-Type PSU I Ile capacitor 85 95 
100re • 59511 500.11 - 550v siege SK-Type PSU filter capacdor 101 95 

Ited 500volt - 550v surge SK-Type PSU fitter capacitor 72 75 
220rd . 220mE 350volt - 400/ surge SK-Type P511 MIN caaamlot 9265 
101)mF i• ICOmF-350voll - 40Cer surge SK-Type PSU filler capacitor 75 35 
22001 3300011 GE-Type Decoudin.q o tale capaotor 18 95 

220mF 1 6rolt F•Type Led ESR version 675 
220004 1 6volt FX-Type Ultra ' os ESR version. ...Pete 10 him cePe 996 
lEalre 50001 P11-Type As above ace anywhere 43 95 
2260re 50votl FK-Type As above use anywhere 98 85 
2 2re 50volt C-Type Fames we, DC potential Orterence 207 
4 7rnF 50volt C-Type For offense', DC mental deem 3.35 
1 re 50,00 N-Seres Meer for use in negative leectuck veils lc 495 
41e 500015 N-Seres as above 575 
194 51040011 N- Series as above 695 
47001 505010 N-Sees as atow 13 75 

100rd 53volt N-Senes as tore 18 95 
6 8nf 505011 Bipolar Fo besmear dose., networks 895 
lOrd 50voll Bipolar as atom 10 85 
22rd 6090 Bipolar as above 17 45 
47re 50 voll BipoLu as above 2799 
22(tre 6 30011 BG-NkType For super low noise Pee II e 
1 ooe 1 Ervolt BG-N Type Fa seer low noise PSU S 24 65 
47Onf 1 6voll BG-N Tee as atove 28 95 
4700re 35voll BG-N Type as atove 21045 
474 50voll BG-N Type as above 665 
1000rd 500011 BG-N Type as above 99 95 
2200ee 10(holt BG-N Type as ease 423 35 

In our componed ha you el hnd a fisting ot all avertable Black Gate values. together their sues best usage etc 
Letty we can supply a range id more rrodestly dices components. gal good quality but mom indelnal grade. if ymi Irks 

SHINKOH Tantalum Film Rados 

Thin n *tindery the beg sounding resistors aveele. toner Me VISHAY. 
265 Me may be oM in high Ice:back Veneto amplifiers. Win am demo 

quite uncomplimentary to Use wadies of real Ate. eniehogre (I e 
erectly heated Mode amplifiers running leedback free in single-ended 
Class A), Ais is Mere you infl need Me tantalum hlm resided tor the best 
resuds 

We °fie three goal* eels al redo goal* all stern.) ine the 
*schlep nnlaltlln, she are slightly magnetic (as are the ye malady 
of ocher makes of metal film resistors) NA nonetheless very good 
sounding as used o all Cruf LY-nnale epees up to qualm eve 3,, 
MEISHU/P3) no-teedback triode relaters 

Beyschlag I ive 1% resistors up to 50:Ken, I 0 IT, Jew 503KOhrn 

013 ben 

HOCCO 

Better sound Query on be adseved re the F12. 1 nil, 1 % non-
magnetic resistors. Mach vse regard as the test Industrial grade' 
mede resistors available They ha* one small drawback as they we 
Suite trek and reuse careful handling. do not tend the legs too close 
to the body, trey may become noisy 

HOLCO resistors type 02 5OPPIA cant° 36 each Iron 16065511 10 
50510501, hider end loser values are all 0063 each 

The 1/2 wan Slane, Mahn reeds are non-magnetic and cog 12 06 
each 

Aupip Non TANT;lt114 RESISTORS 

11111a1 1.31310(S KM been extreme y diffeult to 9.t. 
WSUPPIP11 and agest a minimum quantrty , guarantee 

11.11a 500 lnenoa,j95osishaveagsnilooedeflleionl9001 
.ce ttre wit range +me tecornes an expel* 

AL/010 1071, we ender Mrs to be fled breakthrough, see 
ange id values al the 1 red reed il is prey *Moult 

. • , Addle best cabals As we mod handmade 
special items, stitch cosrs mod on Mrs Int. delivery can be Weld!) 
on some recs, so be pranged to wad d the value is ncl in god 

Tle PAM USTI 1 ell 15, tantalum resistor values el 3 70 each 

We shall now be «eking orragling the 2- watt tantalum resistors mee 
available as sell, and nIto bow perhaps se sill te able to build enplanes 
ro a year's time 851 have all anndum residors in al parts d the orcurt 

STAMM TYPE SIMITC111111. 

This se& is adelable 2 - 6 - «Mettle pad Pled nodes and 1 
gainless dell ball Id be possible corroslon protection and contact, once 
ea UK Vat 3 30 
Agan KO-3N otters a very ne early sale sward 6 way 2 'tunnel at I 
9065 each 

STANDAR:i ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS Goad quality standard 
industrial Mies Value Voltage Sue Pre Ex UK Val 
100re 10voll loe ros, anal, 1 ti7nan 
rarm 023 
10OrnF 1690 15.6 ern anal 029 
2201d 06,011 114 rem real 0 31 
120re evolt 13x10 am radial (le 
10Onf 6390 13410 mm radial 0.47 

4700re 16voll 38.18 se radial (182 

228001 
all 
10604 
ne 
22nf 
Ihe 
58504 
691 
noe 

5090 
067 
160voll 
3505011 
450005 
3850011 
4055011 
40550E 
428500 

3508 me radial 411,16 oar 

1500 mrn real 
25,12 rnm radial 
41106 mm axial 
25)(21 mm real 
30421 om radial 
311,22 «a red 
»25 mm real 

056 
125 
1 89 
216 
237 
268 
325 

Mounting Pr« Ex UK Vat 
Chassis mounted 041 
Chassis mounted 065 

Chassis mounted 365 

BNC Plugs & Sake 

Type Pre ex U14 Val 

Standard BNC Plug 345 
BAC Saver pled socked chases mounted 205 

Banana Plugs Loudspeaker Cable Spades. Cheds Loudspeaker 
Terminals 

tym Price Ex UK Val 
piled spring loaded tension 245 

AUDIO 11010 ,,dspeaker Cable spade saver plied 

.0,00 hOTE STSPeaker Terminal, chegs mounts, 
:,o blxs 

50010 10-11 1'1 ST/G Speake Terminal, clues mounts. 
: 151106 

AUDIO 50 TE ON STR Speaker Terminal, chassis mounts. 
;11 1100 non-menetc red or black1 

Ground Terminal chassis mounted and nickel plied 

465 

185 

275 

75 
145 

Our range of componere in coetarty expanding as we Iiodes or tetter 
strophes so day in Mich by reading our adverts in Hai Word and Hai 

News 

MITE 1111118. 

In many systems especially ones using transido, based amplitegion. 
there is often a problem of incoming IF mixing oto the reedback loop, 
espeually he conneded CD-Mayes. deed) a ere 'me sourd Ere 
cable hasten the CD-transport and the DAC or the output d the DAC Of 
CO-player and Me pm -epee inpul yields surmising results 

Aeloftwen, El 50 

AVOID 501E comPLEtt KiTS 

We are develop of you who have 
tne abltly, but ck, •, trom the ground, 
so to steak Made to be able to ode the best possible qualole - puce 
relationsbp the luts se ogler el be good basic circes se no- trills 
pose supplies and comments all le have input volume contrd to 
altos use ol a save sowce, like CD-player eline is 

ITT OIL 

Based around Me jelly Famous Me direly healed triode we see this kit 
as de geed:Pon to real Aem Amphticion as a covers all Me 
Important aspects al design necessary Single-Ended. No-Feedbe Class 
A. [tiredly Heated Triode lo become a member of Ms exclusive club d 
amplifiers 

Kit One has one 3CC43 per channel running al 420 volts re 75m4 current 
alma 9/10 wits ot die cleanest poser you will eve Year. SO Inmetage 
consists d a 65N7GT with a 5687 double Mode driver stage runnee in 
SRPP The peser supply is a capertor-dee-ca;ucitor with a 5114G HT 
rechfier. SO healers are AC healed Condoned quality is seller to our 

lei* 2 frnrshed endure AU010 NOTE P.P. rn .fi s'Onal 
Berschlag lwatt 1% meteen reeds. gad duality electrohnics (sey 
No ate Gales!) and a simple attrachve stereo dusses in grey embark 
Protecting Mod tS extra 

Pripet 750 00 incl Vat ea, includes all vah•es lles, al. I> 2 ' 3090 
needed) but red postage/packmg eel, to UK customers is 012 00. 
to(ocover is I 99 00 extra Tbe Kit One is available now 

MIT MC 

Kil Two Matures a single 65501.46 Sore letrode running in SingeEncled 
nee yielding some 17 inns d pure Class A. valve reeled HT tor the 
output stage stereo chassis, and 654.791 in ed 691751 SRPP One 
stage, componentry and chassis as kit One 

Price t 599 00 incl Vat includes valves. but not posbgePacking. cover is 
extra a I 99 00 Avertable in June 1591 

ml. 

Kit Three features 2 x3008 per channel running in single-ended parallel 
mend 16/17 ties in pure Class A. this et is on two mono chassis' with 
valve rectified HT supplies no signal Wee. a uses a 65N751 double 
triode as Mput valve beeper ol 5687 double Mode running in SRPP e 

dowrs 

The KIT THREE is essertally a mono redone/the KIT ONE eh double 
Me poser de sane component choices and on two chas,s odead or 

one 

The KIT THREE costs I 1.450 00 and will be avelable in March 1991 

AUDM NOTE (UK) Lld Una 1, Block C Hove Business Centre. Fordhill 
Road. Hove. East Sussex. 913 61M. England Telephone .44 0273 22051 
I. tax .44 0273 731498 Dired Line to sales .44027388551 1 

HUNGARY please contact. Merlin Audio. 54,0 Rem ha 2. H-1092 
Budee HUNGARY. Tel/Fax 01 215-2612 

HOCLAND please contact de Jong Components. 2 Regestraat NL 5701 
MT Helmond Tel 0492014661 Fax 14773 

Tel. +44 0273 220511 
Fax. +44 0273 731498 

Sales +44 0273 885511 

ucJio flote 
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apparently obscure practical concerns 
such as 'properties of switch and 
connector contact metals', in chart and 
discussion form. Not interested? Well, 
hold on. He builds on this by discussing 
capacitor and resistor construction, which 
is of growing importance in real hi-fi as we 
find that this factor, in conjunction with 
the materials used, has quite a significant 
affect upon sound quality in any circuit 
that is otherwise working well. Future 
engineers also need to be aware of such 
  practical concerns as 

THE ART OF LINEAR 

ELECTRONICS LINBSYLeH OOD 
At last! A book devoted to hi-fi design. 

Noel Keywoed gets reading. 

A
s good books on audio gradually 
become scarcer, new ones of 
merit grow commensurately 

more valuable. The Art of Linear 
Electronics has many unusual attributes 
that mark it out as unusual and, nowadays, 
peculiarly valuable. 

The author, John Linsley Hood, has 
been involved in audio design all his life, 
starting off with valves, he told me. Since 
much of this was within industry, the 
book is studed with valuable insights into 

THE ART OF 

LINEAR 

ELECTRONICS 

JOHN LINSLEY HOOD 

switch contact 
oxidisation, which 
can blight a 
production run by 
warranty claims just a 
few years after 
purchase as products 
become unuseable. 

Pondering on 
the way mass 
produced Oriental 
amplifiers seem 
almost by magic to 
go wrong after two 
or three years, 
whether this is 
deliberate in order 
to stimulate sales and 
what sort of long 
term damage may 
result in terms of 
perceived reliability, I 
value Linsley Hood's 
coverage of this 
topic. It's one 
important way in 
which his book 
differs from others, 
especially the 
otherwise superb 
Foundations of 
Wireless and 
Electronics by M.G. 
Scroggie. 

Few modern 
electronics books 
bother to cover 
valves, yet this one 
penetrates quite 
deeply even into 
valve construction, 
coating materials, etc 

which was another surprise. And it 
includes valve amplifier theory and circuits, 
discussing with circuit diagrams the Quad 
II, McIntosh and Williamson circuits, for 
example. 

However, Linsley Hood 
understandably and correctly in my view 
dedicates most of the book to modem 
solid state engineering techniques in 
audio, devoting an entire chapter to 
'Feedback, negative and positive', for 
example. It is in this way that the book 
reveals its strictly audio perspective, hi-
fidelity being very much to the fore, rather 
than just functional Consumer Electronics. 

And that's another way in which the 
book is unusual - there are many books of 
a tutorial nature that discuss audio 
amplifier design, but with no special 
emphasis on designing for optimum sound 
quality. With his background in designing 
audio circuits for Wireless World 
magazine, John Linsley Hood is well 
acquainted with audio angst and 
argument, although the book keeps its 
feet on the ground in sheer engineering 
terms; silver foil capacitors and cables 
don't enter the picture. 

MOSFETs are discussed, although I 
see a comment to the effect that they 
possess "relatively high linearity", whereas 
audio designers of considerable 
experience - notably Tim de Paravicini 
(EAR) and Stan Curtis (Cambridge, 
Wharfedale, et al) - tell me otherwise. 
MOSFETs, I am told, have to be swamped 
by negative feedback, to which they are 
amenable due to their excellent 
gain/bandwidth product, before looking at 
all decent in audio terms. The book 
doesn't quite reach this level of detailed 
analysis and argument but then that was 
doubtless not in its remit. ft does cover an 
immense amount, including test 
equipment noise and hum, tuned circuits 
and radio receivers, power supplies, 
component marking conventions and 
circuit impedance and phase angle 
calculations using the J operator. 

Because of its rare, almost unique 
nature - I know of no other dedicated hi-fi 
design book - The Art of Linear 
Electronics is, for engineers or budding 
engineers, invaluable. At £ 16.95 (soft 
cover), when nearest equivalents lie in the 
£30-£80 range these days, it's also an 
extreme bargain in my view • 

Available from bookshops or 

Hi-Fi World, see page 101. 
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HEADPHONE PRE-AMP 

HIGH QUALITY 

HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER 
A high-quality, single-ended Class A headphone amplifier 

designed and explained by Richard Brice. 

H
igh-quality loudspeakers deserve 
a high-quality amplifier to dr-ive 
them. In just the same way, high-

quality headphones deserve their own 
dedicated amplifier designed to furnish 
them with the cleanest signal that it is 
practically possible to supply. Sadly, 
headphone amplifier stages in hi-fi 
separates, where they exist at all, are 
often engineered with an eye to 
simplicity and low cost, rather than with 
a view to providing an exemplary mini-
power-amplifier. Because that's what a 
headphone amplifier really should be and 
it ought, therefore, to have as much care 
and attention-to-detail lavished upon it 
as a designer would when developing a 
state-of-the-art loudspeaker power 
amplifier. In fact, arguably more so, 
because the signals which headphones 
require are smaller in relation to the 
amount of distortion products certain 
amplifiers produce. This article describes 
my own design for a stand-alone, single-
ended, Class-A transistor headphone 
amplifier. 

CLASS ACT 
I must confess to a personal liking for 
valves. This isn't so much based upon 
sound quality judgements as more 
general aesthetic considerations - bluntly, 
they look great! You'd have to have a 

heart of cold steel to not admire serried 
ranks of glowing tubes. They look - and 
feel - hot as if they are really doing 
something. By comparison a solid-state 
circuit looks lifeless and a bit dull. But 
looks can be deceptive and a number of 
my own circuits, which have particularly 
delighted me in sound-quality terris, 
have been Class A, solid-state designs. 
With care, I've discovered you can 
combine many of the virtues of both 
valve and transistor circuitry. 
(Incidentally, this was a discovery which 
led me to re-design my own recording 
studio with an entirely Class A, solid-
state signal path!) 

Unfortunately, the great penety in 
the choice of Class A semiconductor 
circuitry is the necessity of removing heat 
fast enough from the transistor junctions 
to prevent them from destroying 
themselves. Sadly, all transistors are 
potential suicide cases: push them too far 
and they'll crumple beneath their deep 
quantum urges and revert back to the 
sand from which they sprang. The 
transistors in low-level signal stages have 
an easy enough life and are rareFy 
brought to a "time of hard testing". Not 
so the poor power transistor in a Class 
A loudspeaker power amplifier. These 
highly-strung personalities demand the 
services of the electronics, mechanical 

and heating engineer to keep them 
stable! A fact which, no doubt, accounts 
for the relatively few Class A, solid-state 
power amplifiers on the market. 
A headphone amplifier lies 

somewhere between the two extremes 
of a signal-level stage and a true power-
output stage. Happily, for the enthusiast, 
it is quite possible to employ Class A 
circuitry at this level which, although 
requiring power transistors, does not 
require unwieldy heat sinks to ensure the 
equipment remains thermally stable. 

Having made the decision to employ 
a low-efficiency topology for the 
headphone circuit, I decided to "go the 
whole hog" and opt for a single ended 
circuit of lower efficiency still! This choice 
confers two important advantages: it is 
simpler to build, and single-ended is 
widely regarded as the ultimate circuit 
configuration for audio signal handling. 
I first suggested a Class A headphone 

amplifier circuit in my Recorded Message 
column a few months ago. The circuit 
shown in Fig. I incorporates a number of 
improvements and embellishments over 
the original circuit and is sensitive 
enough to be fed from most sources, 
including cassette decks. Firstly, the 
output transistors are buffered by an 
extra PNP emitter follower which raises 
the input impedance seen by the op-amp 
driver and removes the need to fiddle 
with the bias resistors to achieve an 
optimum quiescent point, which was an 
awkward job required in the original 
circuit. 

Secondly, and much more unusually, I 
have introduced an optional, secondary 
signal path through op-amps U2a and 
U2b. In order to understand the effect of 
this extra circuit, it's necessary to take a 
sideways look at some obscure psycho-
acoustics. In a nutshell, the extra circuit 
inverts the phase of the signal fed to one 
ear and the brain interprets this as a 
frequency-dependent delay effect. 

The result is that the stereo image, 
normally centred in the middle of the 
head, seems to spread out to fill the 
whole head with sound. Also, due to an 
effect known as binaural masking level 
difference, it is possible to detect 
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KIT & COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 
LOUDSPEAKER KIT SUPPLIERS 

Bandor Design & Development Studios 

II Penfold Cottages, Penfold Lane, Holmer 

Green,Bucks HPI5 6XR 

Tel. (0494) 714058 

Bandor Musical Drive Units cover the entire audio 

spectrum with one 50mm ( 100Hz - 35K) and one 

I 50mm (20Hz - 8K). One driver covers 2/3 RD of the 

frequency. Crossovers 150 Hz/8K. Anodised 
aluminium spun cones. 1.3 grams moving mass gives 

cnsp transients. Good power handling. Robust. 35 
YEARS EXPERIENCE. 

Tabula Rasa 

136 Kilnwood, High Wycombe, HPI4 4UR 

Tel. (0494) 565116 

A young company specialising in the distribution of 
loudspeaker kits, components, accessones, and design 

measuring equipment from Germany, where the DIY 

loudspeaker has been well established and very 
successful for many years. 

We handle speaker kits (with or without cabinets), a 
wide range of drivers filters, filter components and 

accessones. Very low cable prices. Loudspeaker designs, 

measurement systems and high quality filter 

components also available. 30 day money back guarantee 
on all speaker kits. Send £200 (returnable on purchase of 

any speaker kit) for our catalogue. Trade enquiries welcome. 

Faraday Sound 

248 Hall Road, Norwich, NR1 2PW. 
Tel. 0603 762967 

Loudspeakers in Concrete 

Now you can build your own low density concrete cabinet 
enclosure Faraday F51, Siren, F55, F5I0 or a design of your 

own choice. Stunning sound Simple DIY skills only. Full 

instructions including cabinet construction for only £ 10.00. 

Includes revien/s, photo's etc and at least £ 10.00 discount off 

any kirther products purchased from us eg ready made 

cabinets. Also £25 - £ 150 off any complete loudspeakerl. 

Hart Electronic Kits Ltd 

Penylan Mill, Oswestry, Shropshire SYI0 9AF 

24 Hr sales / enquiries Tel. 069 1 652892 

A range of Audiophile kits for 80 watt Power 

Amplifiers, Tuners, Pre-Amps and Moving Coil / 

Moving Magnet RIPA Pickup Preamps. All kits are fully 

engineered, with our thirty years design experience. 

for easy constructions from circuits by John Lindsey 
Hood, the most respected designer in the field. Send 
for lists. 

The Speaker Company 

Unit 9, Waterside Mill, Waterside, Macclesfield, Cheshire 
SK II 7HG 

tel. 0625 500507 

The Speaker Company are a new company offering a wide 

range of loudspeaker drive units from Audax, Celestion, KEF, 

Morel SEAS, Voit and a new ribbon tweeter. Also a wide 

range of associated accessories for the speaker builder. 

Falcon DIY Speakers 

Falcon Electronics, Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk 
NRI4 8p-
Tel. 0508 78272 

Falcon sell kits, drive units and crossover components and 

have a large range of books and back issues of lut magazines. 
Please send large SAE (34p) for free price list 

Wilmslow Audio 

Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate, Knutsford, 

Cheshire WAI6 8DX 

Tel 0565 650605 Fax 0565 650080 

Extensive range of drive units and over 30 drfferent designs 

of self-assembly kit Two 'ATC kits now available. Drive units 

include those fiqm KEE, Dynaudio. Aidait SEAS, Peerless, 

Scanspeak and Morel. Evereing required for the loudspeaker-

builder and four dem rwrilS to listen to the kits in built-up 

form Two new tuts from Morel - one 3 litre, magnetically 

shielded, one I 1 litre book shelf 

IPL Acoustics 

2 Laverton Road, Westbury, Wilts BA I 3 BRS 
Tel. 0373 823333 

IPL supply a range of eight TeAker kits using drive unrts from 

SEAS, Morel, Aeltriç Visaton etc. including four 

transmission lines to suit all room sizes. We also supply a 

kill range of the units, capacitors, and cabinet accesones as 

well as silver plated P.T.F.E. insulated cables. 

DI3S Audio 

PO Box 91, Bury St Edmunds,Suffolk IP30 ONF 
Tel. 0284 828926 

Sole authonsed supplier of DBS loudspeaker kits designed by 

Dave Bernrin. The acclaimed DBS6 kit includes Morel 

tweeters and custom butt vvoofeec plus top quaky pre-

assembled crry,over and r emponents 

VALVE AND OUPUT TRANSFORMER 
SUPPLIERS 

Vintage Valves, 

PO Box 147, 

Station A, Vancouver B.C. 

Canada. U6C 2M3. Fax (604) 876 5876. 

Dynaco, Sherwood, Scott, The Fisher, McIntosh, Eico, 
Harmon Kardon, Heath, Altec, Stromberg- Carbon 

Many vintage parts and equipment available on 
request. 

Langrex Supplies Ltd 

I Mayo Road, Cr L,y Surrey CRO 2QP 

Tel 081 684 1166 or buc 081 684 3056 

One of the largest distributors of electronic valves, tubes and 

semi-conductors in the UK by original UK and USA 

manufacturers. Obsolete tildes are a speciafity. Telephone or 
fax for an ii r cediste quotation. 

Pallington Export Ltd. 

1E Gillmans Trading Est, Billinghurst, Sussex RI-114 9E3 
Tel. 0403 784961 or fax. 0403 783 519. 

Billington Export Ltd are one of only two or three suppliers of 

obsolete cathode ray tubes n England. DG7-32, DG7-36. and 

3WP I. Data can be sent on request with any valve or cathode 

ray tube order. (minimum order £50.00) 

PM Components 

Springhead Enterprise Park 

Springhead Road, Gravesend„ Kent DA Il 3HD 
Tel 0474 560521 

S,,u;de-. of Sii,,guang Golden Dragon valves amongst others 

Sowter Transformers 

EA Sowter Ltd 

PO Box 36, Ipswich IP I 2EL 

Tel. 0473 219390/252794 

Output and mans transformers for GEC KT88 circuits. Can 

also make any other transformer to order Send SAE for lists 
and data 

Chelmer Valve Company 

130 New London Road, Chelmsford, Essex CM2ORG 
Tel 0245 265865 Fax 0245 490064. 

Supplier of premium range of audio valves, other valves and 

components also available. (Please see our ad on inside back 

cover of this supplement). 

YOU CAN ADVERTISE IN THIS SECTION FOR ONLY £20. 

CONTACT CAROLINE KNOTT ON: 

071 - 2660969. 

RESTORATION 

GT Audio 

5 Upper Road, Higher Denham, Bucks UB9 sq 
Tel. 0895 833099 

Professional repair/restoration of all hi-fi inckading classic and 

vintage equipment Supplier of very high quarry electronic 

components. in particular types which are difficult to source 

Original valves available ie. Mullard, Bémar. GEC GE RCA 
Sylvania etc 

COMPONENT SUPPLIERS 

Audio Components Ltd 

Albany Court, Albany Road, Granby Industrial 

Estate, Weymouth, Dorset, DT4 9TH 

TeL 0305 761017 Fax 0305 761492 

Audio Components supply the Audio Innovations Classic 

25 Kit Amplffier. This valve Line Intergrated design offers 

4 line inputs, a tape loop and 25 watts of Class A 

power in an elegant domestically friendly casework. It 

comes with a comprehensive 40 page instruction 

manual and a guaranteed fixed price competion 

service should any difficulties be encountered Price is £699 

Se Acoustics 

Ben-Dor, Lumb Carr Road, Holcombe, 
Bury, BL8 4NN. 

Suppliers of difficult to find high quality components 

for valve amplifiers: including Single Ended Output 

Transformers, Signal and Power Supply Capacitors, 

PTFE Board and Silver Wire. For full information and 
a catalogue send an SSAE to the above address. 

AP Electronics 

20 Derwent Centre, Clarke Street, Derby, DEI 28U 

Check out the AP electronics 1993 catalogue lt's free with 
every order over £30.00. AP - for pre-amp kits, power amp 

itrts, integrated amp kits plus everything else from resistors 
to mains cables. 

Chelmer Valve Company (pis look under valves) 

Electromail 

PO Box 33, Corby, Northants NNI7 9EL 

Te1.0536 204555 

The branch of the well known RS Components trade mail 
order bustnebs that deals with the public They have a huge 

range of components and catalogues to match. 

Norwood Electronics 

Unit 8 %bush Road, South Lowestoft Ind Est. 
Lowestoft, Suffolk NR33 7NL 

Components suppliers- DACs. deal fitters. Digital 
interface ICs. Optical transeivers/Cables. OP-Amps. 

Kits.- DACs and Power Amps. 

Omni Electronics 

174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH 16 5DX 

Tel. 031 667 2611 

A wide range of components aimed at the hobbyist 

competitive VAT net prices, mal order and a friendly 
service Open Mon-Thurs 9.15400, Friday 9.15-5.00 and 

Sat's 9.3o-sce 

RATA Ltd 

Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, 

Cumbria LA8 9AS 

Tel. 0539 823247 

RATA specialise in supplying high grade audiophile 

components and cables. They also have a small range of 
drive units and kit amplifiers. 

VINTAGE DIY 

Loner-aft Audio 

4 Rig Lane, Goose Green, Lambourn, Beria RGI6 7SQ 

Tel. 0488 72267 

Specialist restoration of 30I's and 40I's using genuine 

spares and re-manufactured parts to original pristine 

standards in our newly built wodshops designed primarily 
for these purposes. 
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'nstrumental lines at very low levels 
within the mix that would be inaudible if 
the signals arrived at the ears in-phase. 
The circuit may be used (and/or built) 
ignoring this phase-shifting circuit by 
ensuring LK I and LK2 are fitted in the 
lower positions on the diagram. If LKI 
and LK2 are fitted in the upper 
position, the phase-shift is introduced. 
The inclusion of this link arrangement 
means constructors can be perceptual 
psychologists too and experiment for 
themselves! 
A high-quality, glass fibre, printed-

circuit board will be available from the 
Hi-Fi World offices for this circuit. The 
circuit requires a well-smoothed 
power supply of +/- I 2V d.c. at about 
200mA per rail. A convenient and 
technically excellent solution would be 
to buy a complete, encapsulated 
power supply from Electromail (Tel: 
0536 204555 Order No. 591-102, 
price approx £60). 

WARNING 
A final word of warning. When you 
have built the circuit, don't be 
tempted to get those headphones on 
and start to boogie before you have 
checked the voltages shown on the 
diagram above. Above all, don't fiddle 
with the circuit board, the 

components or power supply when you 
are wearing headphones which are 
plugged in. Accidentally moving or 
unseating a component might cause 

plops, bangs, cracks and thumps in the 
headphones which would subject your 
ears to high acoustic intensities and 
possibly damage your hearing • 

r--
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CI t_r IB 

AUDIOJUMBLE 
SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT AT 

THE ROYAL VICTORIA HALL 

SOUTHBOROUGH, 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT. 

SUNDAY 17TH JULY 

10.30AM - 4.30PM 

ADMISSION £ 1.00 

STALLHOLDERS £ 15.00 

ALL ENQUIRIES: 

0892 - 540022 

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE 
IB FIBJpjJJ1 f 

triode valve amplifiers 

preamplifiers, single ended power 
amplifiers 

designs, components, 
transformers 

For further information and a 
catalogue send an SSAE to: 

sjs electroacoustics 

Ben-Dor, Lumb Carr Rd, Holcombe, Bury, BL8 4NN 

or $5 00 lJS, or credit card intotrt.ation 
catalogue pncing and discounts 

are ir US Dollars 

Get onnected with 
th idest se.ection 

of audio • hile grade parts. 
Sen I £2.85 along with 
y r mailing address 

and ou receive our 
994 parts catalogue 

and a $ 10 d count coupon good 
on you first order over $ 100. 

THE PARTS 
CONNECTION° 
A DIVISION OF SONIC FRONTIERS INC 31:1 
2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4 
Telephone (905) 829-5858 Facsimile ( 905) 829-5388 

MiT MultiCap • Wonder Cap • Kimber Kap • Solo • Solen • Siemens • Hovland MusiCap 
Wima • Nalco • Rel-Cap • Dralonc • V•shay • Caddock • Mills • Matsushita • TKD • Noble 

Cardas • K rober Kable • Discovery • Audioguest • MIT • ClearAudo • Alps • Boums • Elma 
Shako Attenuators • Electroswitch • Elsa • Nichicon • Gold Aero • RAM • Mallory 
Ruby Tubes • Linear Technology • Analog Devices/PMI • Motorola • Edison Price 

International Rectifier • MagneOuest • Sonic Frontie•s 
Pearl • Tube Sockets • WBT • Neutrik • Curcio Audio Engineehng • Kits 

emeoseeee 
p„e 

92A HIGH STREET 

OPe 0 We stock:-

0 NAD 304, 
CREEK 4240, 

MARANTZ CD63 

(see reviews this issue) 

TONBRIDGE 0732-353540 

0 ALL QUAD PRODUCTS STOCKED 

WE'VE BEEN GIVING o,e 
e SOUND ADVICE FOR 0 

OVER 50 YEARS 
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Letters 
LOOKING FOR A 
SYSTEM 

Earlier this year I built a pair of 

IPL M3 speakers. They not only 

look good, but knock my old 
Mordaunt-Short MS20s for six! 

I've since built speaker stands 

to suit the IPLs, but 
unfortunately my 21 month old 

son does not allow me to 

leave the IPLs permanently set-

up. 

Secondly. I'm after your 

advice. Not concerning my 

son's desire to damage speaker 

drive units, but on the harder 

subject of CD players. The rest 
of my system comprises Pink 

Triangle LPT, Roksan Tabriz, 

Sumiko Blue Point, Audiolab 

8000A. 

lam pleased with the 

current performance from vinyl 

using the IPLs. The music is 

more often detailed and 

tuneful, with the individual 

instruments being more clearly 

defined when compared to the 

MS20s. The sound is not 

forceful ir presentation - I like 

to 'relax' when listening to 

music. 

I would ideally like a CD 

player capable of 

complementing my turntable. 

Am 1 asking too much?1 have 
previously borrowed sub-Q00 

players and found them lacking. 

Unfortunately, my budget for 

this purchase is only £400 

maximum. You have previously 

reviewed players like the 

Yamaha CDX-870 and Aura 

CD50 (black). Are these 

possibilities and do you have 

any other suggestions? 

Andrew J. Dean 

Milverton, 

Somerset. 

Unfortunately you are asking 

the impossible if you want a 

CD player for £400 to match 

the performance of your 

£600+ turntable. .'d suggest 

that your best be would be 

to go for a budget CD player 

for the time being and then 

HI-FI WORLD SUPPLEMENT AUGUST 1994 

add an external high quality 

DIA convertor at a later date 

as your CD collection 

increases. The Yamaha has a 

very smooth and neural 

sound, and is possibly the 

closest in terms of tonal 

balance to tie Pink Triangle 

turntable. 

When the time comes 

DPA's Little Bit II convertor 

would make a good choice, or 

maybe Pink Triangle will have 

a £300 DAC available by then. 

But as you've already taken an 

interest in DIY hi-fl, you could 

have a go at one of Audio 

Synthesis' superb kit DACs. 

These are tricky to build, and 

you'll need to have plenty of 

experience, but they do 

sound superb. DB 

AFFORDABLE DIY 
HI-FI 

I have been a regular reader of 

your Magazine since the issue 

with DIY Supplement No.2. 

which I must admit is the 

reason I began buying it I have 

been following with some 

interest the development of 

your amps and loudspeakers. 

Being, at the time of writing, 

unemployed,1 sympathise with 

a recent correspondent who 

enquired if the (cheaper) 

amplifier kits from Maplin are 

worth considering. I thought 

that he and maybe others in a 

similar position might be 

interested in my experiences. 

My system is as follows. 

Main source is a Thorens 

TD I 60 turntable fitted with an 

SME 3009 arm and Ortofon 

VMS 20E (which is due to be 

replaced by a Goldring 

10I2GX when funds permit). 

This was bought second hand 

around 4 years ago. I also use 

an elderly Pioneer CT-200 

cassette deck, but as yet no 

CD player. 

All the rest of the system is 

The Audio Synthesis DAC - available in kit form. 
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home built The pre-amp is a 

three-stage Class A design with 

shunt feedback on the RIAA 

stage. This is based on a 

project in E.T.I. in 1982, the 

'System A' modular amplifier 

by Stan Curtis. The power 

amp is built around a Maplin 

Project board using the LM 

1875 op-amp. Both are 

supplied by an external power 

supply that provides 15-0- I 5 

volts for the pre-amp and 17-

0- I 7 voFts for the power amp 

and is buiFt around a large 

toroidal transformer with a 

regulated output. 

The speakers are single 

driver transmission lines. See 

'An Introduction to 

Loudspeakers and Enclosure 

Design' by V. Capel, Babani 

Books BP256. I modified the 

design published as follows. 

The front, sides, top and 

bottom are made from 18mm 

MDF, with the sides being in 

Concrete 

Cer•rnic tiles 

8 cv 5 
Full-renps 

driver 

3 layers 

lin thick BAF 

Ewe layers 

CilfellIC Wee 

The Kapellmeister speaker 

one piece, not three as 

suggested. Internal partitions 

and the back are I 2mm 

chipboard. The cabinet is glued 

and screwed together and is 

very solid. The internal 

partitions are held by a I 2mm 

quadrant glued and pinned in 

place. Wadding and 

speaker cable were 

obtained from Maplin. I 

estimate the cost of 

building these speakers 

at not more than £50 

for the pair. All cables 

and interconnects are 

'whatever I had around 

that was suitable' mostly 

rather lo-fi. 

Is the result hi-fi? I 

don't know, but it 

sounds good to me. 

Everyone who has heard 
it has commented how 

clear and natural the 

sound is, one dedicated 

CD fan swearing that my 
records sounded clearer than 

his CDs. The only criticism 

that's been offered is that the 

bass is perhaps a bit light But I 

wonder if in fact what is 

missing is the 'one note' bass 

thump that some speakers 

seem to produce, and which is 

taken as being 'bass' by some. 

The point of this letter is 

that it is possible to put 

together a listenable system 

that is within the reach of 

almost anyone, if they are 

prepared to do the sawing and 

soldering. If anyone would like 

more information. i.e. 

circuit/board layouts for the 

pre-amp, they are available 
from the E.T.I. photocopy 

service. Some of the transistors 

are hard to find now, and I had 
to find substitutes. 

Anthony Maughan 
Worthing, 

Sussex. 

P.S. I think that my speakers 

pass the 'Tina Turner 'Break 
Every Rule' Test. 

BUILDING KLS- I 

I thought you may find it of 

interest to hear from a satisfied 

DISPLAY CABINETS? 

I wrote to you and all the 

other hi-fi mags when I got 

my new EAR 834 amp, I was 
so pleased with it. I got no 

reply from any of them. 

Well, as your magazine is 

the most interesting, 

because of the DIY 

Supplements with valves and 
DIY loudspeakers, I picked 

you to continue writing to. 

If getting a new valve 

amp isn't interesting for you. 

what about a pair of home 

made transmission line 

speakers! Please at least read 

this one, or I will loose heart 

I'm a very keen hi-fi nut. 

Well, I've enclosed some 

photos for you - I hope they 

ire O.K. Do you like the old 

collection of valves? 

I had some old MC4s 

and wasn't happy with the 
sound. Changing the amp 

made a big difference, but 

the sma-II speakers weren't 

letting all that wonderful 

sound coming from my EAR 

834 through, so I made my 

1.. -t-ter cf 
new speakers from a display 

cabinet (black Ash)lt was 
hard work, but worth it. I am 

very pleased now with my 

new transmission line 

speakers. Internal wire is van 

den Hul D352 for midrange 

and bass, solid core for the 

tweeter. 

Wire from the 

crossover, which is in a small 

box at the back of the 

speaker on the floor, to the 

amplifier is AQ Midnight 2. 

The separate black box 

stand is full of lead shot from 

work - very heavy. They are 

spiked of course. 

I also got new phono 

leads made by Keswick 

Audio Research from my Hi 

Fi Dealer in Doncaster, the 

Hi-Fi Studios. He is coming 

down to see my speakers 

and hear them for himself. 

If you want any more 

detail on my speakers I am 
only too happy to help. 

Please let me know what 

you think! 

How come you (Hi-Fi 
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customer (one of many, I'm 

sure). This is the story of how I 

became the proud owner of 

KLS-1 three way speakers. 

After selling my much 

loved AE Is in early 1992, it 

was my intention to put this 

money towards a pair of 

somewhat larger boxes. My 
system comprised LP 2, lttok, 

Goldring Excel and Lentek 
integrated amplifier. 

Then the plans decided to 

change without my permission. 

I just couldn't resist buying a 

pair of very reasonably priced 

Naim NAP 135 power amps. 

The Lentek was put into use as 

a pre amp and once again I 

started to save for my 

speakers. 
After a painfully long time 

the bank balance reached 
almost usable proportions. 

Then (I'm still not sure why) I 
blew it all on a 29" Trinitron, 

Surround Sound inc decoder 

and Panasonic stereo video. 

More months of saving 

later, a Teac VRDS-10 caught 

my ear. I was quite impressed 

(lucky it didn't catch my eye 

first, whatever the yardstick 

may be, it's beauty can at best 

be described as more 

Margeret Thatcher than 

Naomi Campbell). I also heard 

it connected to a P.T. Da-

Capo and bought the VRDS-

10 on the basis of its 

upgradeability and fine 

performance as a stand alone 

player. 

The following months 

were spent looking for a 

speaker that could match the 

mid-range of the AEls, but go 

lower and not include anything 

that sounded remotely like a 

metal dome tweeter. Thanks 

to a very helpful local dealer, 
Bury Audio, I was able to hear 

and/or home dem the 

Shahanian Arc, Heybrook 

Quartet, Heybrook Sextet and 

ProAc Response I s. These 

were compared with previous 

experiences of Naim SBLs, 

Linn Isobariks and numerous 

others of varying shape, size, 

type, price etc. The nearest to 

meeting my criteria was either 

the ProAc (with REL sub 

woofer) or the Sextet 

Unfortunately one was too 

expensive and the other a little 

bit reserved and laid back for 

my liking. 

Well that's the background 

now down to the real business. 

The Tonigen ribbon 

tweeter produced the most 

impressive treble of any 

speaker I'd heard. How was I 

going to find my ideal speaker 

with this sort of limitation? 

Time was running out - I had 

to do something before some 
other irresistible goodie forced 

me into parting with my hard 

earned cash. 

Thank the Lord for Hi-fi 

World Supplement No 3 (1 

think). A high quality three-way 

with deep bass, lucid mid-

range and Tonigen ribbon for 

the treble. All this coupled with 

the enjoyment and satisfaction 

of home construction sounded 

almost too good to be true. 

After being a little bit 

disappointed with the sound at 

the Penta show, I was kindly 

offered a demonstration by DB 

at his abode. This proved most 

successful and I decided to part 

with my money without being 

given any of the usual "hard 

sell" tactics (thank you). 

Although I was capable of 

cabinet construction. I could 

not face the possibility of 

compromising the finished 

article due to my impatience 

with the electric plane. So I 

decided to purchase the full kit 

and spend all my time on the 

surface preparation etc. The 

-T-he NlIon-th 

World) are the only mag to 

be keen on valves and DIY 

speakers? Glad you are! 

Derek Walker 

Hornsea, 

Nr. Hull. 

It's certainly a novel idea, 

making your 'speakers from 

an old display cabinet. We 

are impressed by your 

ingenious use of materials. 

I'm glad you are happy with 

the 834, it's nice to see 

products that we have 

recommended being 

enjoyed in the field, and 

better still when you've 

built part of your own hi-fi 

and are pleased with the 

results. The collection of 

valves is also interesting, 

but unfortunately the photo 

is a little out of focus, I 

hope that they will be 

recognisable in the 

magazine. Please keep up 

your enthusiasm; we try to 

answer most of the letters 

we receive, but there's is 

only room for so many 

each month. DB 

Everyone on this magazine 

has tales to tell of youths 

mis-spent building valve 

amplifiers and 

loudspeakers and other 

contraptions. We are all, 

at heart, DIY enthusiasts 

and most of us decided to 

take up audio engineering 

for a living as a result. The 

projects in our 

Supplements are a great 

source of enjoyment to us, 

as well as being a challenge 

and - importantly - highly 

educational. Happily, they 

get easier to produce as we 

gain knowledge and 

experience. Two people, 

designer Andy Groves and 

his assistant Nick Lucas, 

work on the projects and 

the kits full time and both 

of them are complete valve 

heads. But Dominic and I 

don't let them have all the 

fun. NK 

WIN A MAPLIN 

SOLDERING IRON KIT 

COMPLETE WITH A 

LENGTH OF SILVER 

SOLDER 

The writer of the most 

interesting DIY letter 

each month will receive 

a superb Maplin 

soldering iron, stand, 

booklet on good 

soldering practice and a 

length of high quality 

silver solder. 

Write in to: Hi-Fi World 

DIY letters, 64 

Castellain Rd, Maida 

Vale, London W9 I EX. 

>> 
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paint job was to be 

professionally done by a car 

restoration company. This 

would cost a further £200 so I 

felt a little extra effort on 

surface preparation was fully 

justified. As promised the 

machined panels all slotted 

together perfectly with minimal 

overhang. The process of 

assembling all 36 pieces and 

the crossover boxes was 

indeed a relatively painless 

process. 

The paint job is wonderful. 

But the drive home (60 miles) 
was rather stressful. 

All the staff at Hi-Fi World 

continued to be supportive 

and helpful at all times. My only 

complaint would be an over 

use of the phrase "I promise to 

call you back" (you never did!). 

Thankfully for us readers you 

are enthusiasts first and 

businessmen second. Although 

this may contribute to some 

frustration it is a mild criticism 

and surely not serious enough 

to jeopardise my possible 

success in the "Letter of the 
Month" prize. 

Anyway, all bits were 

eventually received and the 

whole caboodle glued, 

screwed and soldered 

together. At this point may I 

offer other constructors the 
benefit of my experience 

(mistakes) with a few tips. 

I) Work out how you are 

going to connect the 

mid/treble units to the 

crossover before gluing the 

boxes together. I used Ortofon 

bi-wire cable and binding posts 

bolted through the MDF itself. 

With hindsight the binding 

posts should have been 

mounted on a metal plate 

screwed over a pre-cut hole in 

the back of the mid/treble 

enclosure before glueing took 
place. 

2) If you intend to use spikes, 

reinforce the bottom of the 

bass enclosure in each comer 

with a triangle of MDF. If you 

don't, you may drill right 

through and unseal the sealed 
design! 

3) Use decent mounting cones 

for the mid/treble enclosure. 

My dealer supplied some 

interesting brass/carbon fibre 

items which work well and 
look very good. 

4) If you are having the 

cabinets painted I found that a 

decent radius on every edge 

improved the aesthetics no 
end. 

5) Beware the dreaded test 

disc!. Despite the numerous 

warnings on mine about the 

high frequency tones, I 

managed to turn both 

tweeters into a very short, but 
irreversible fireworks display. 

Remember just because you 

can't hear ft doesn't mean its 

not there. 

The sound produced had 

potential but was far from 

balanced. The following few 

weeks were spent 

experimenting with crossover 

values and enclosure stuffing 

density. A very prominent 

upper midband is now tamed 

and the bass frequencies 

enhanced at the crossover 
point After all this 

experimentation I do feel 

satisfied that my speakers are 

better than anything that I've 

heard for £ 1 000 and probably 

much more. What adds to my 

satisfaction is that the finish 

would normally cost up to 

£500 extra on your average 

floorstanders. 

My remaining doubts are 

bass depth and slight mid-

range coloration. However as 

DB's pair sounded far more 

expressive and weighty in the 

lower registers, I guess it must 

be the system or room, 

probably a bit of both. The 

room, which is eighteen foot 

square with a low ceiling 

seems to suck out low 

frequencies. Also the Lentek, 

although a wonderful piece of 

British design, is a bit out of its 

depth and possibly an electrical 

mismatch for the Naim amps. 

The mid-range colouration will 

probably improve with the 

modifications you describe, 

further experimentation with 

stuffing and maybe trying 
Deflex panels? 

In summary, I believe the 

kit is a very capable design that 

can produce excellent resufts. 

If you're like me and can cope 

no longer with meal domes 

and long for a Sextet with balls, 

then the KLS- I may prove to 

be your saviour, but please 

don't skimp 

on the finish. 

Even my cloth 

eared peasant 

friends can 

appreciate 

that No 

matter what 

people may 

like to think, I 

believe the 

experience of 

owning and 

listening to hi-

fi is enhanced 

if the 

equipment 

looks and 

feels quality. 

I hope your magazine 

continues to provide its 

readers with more innovative 

kits and understandable 

technical information. I would 

like to dabble with active 

systems and long for the day 

when you design and build a 

high quality and user adjustable 

two or three way active 

crossover. This I am sure 

would enable the KLS-I to 

reach new levels of 

performance, If such an animal 
exists please let me know. 

Meanwhile, who let that 

bloody baby put his grubby 

mits on my speakers? I don't 

care if he likes looking at his 
reflection! 

R. Cockman 

Bury St Edmunds, 

Suffolk. 

Phew! It all sounds as much 

effort as designing the original 

- and pretty costly too when 

two Tonigens go up in smoke. 
The crossover point 

problems may be due to 

component variations, 

including driver frequency 

response, something we 

cannot be certain about 

without testing large batches, 

which is obviously impractical. 

The bass cabinets go very 

low and have a good bass 

punch, so I think you may well 

be suffering some room 

imposed limitations here. 

The problem of midrange 

colouration I cannot 

understand - it is difficult to 

find an explanation. Neither 

driver nor cabinet should be 

responsible. Be careful you 

have not over-stuffed the 

chambers, especially just 

behind the drive unit, because 

then too much energy will be 

reflected back out through 

the cone. Damping needs to 

be made progressive, loose to 

begin with, but becoming 

steadily more dense as 

distance behind the cone 

increases. The cabinet walls 

must be covered with dense 

carpet felt too. Then you 

should find the midrange 

seamless, highly detailed and 

just about characterless. 

Good luck - I'm glad you like 

them. N K 
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MAIL ORDER 
Tel: 071 436 1053 
Fax: 071 637 2690 KA 
Product List 

AIWA 
AKAI 
AR 

ALCHEMIST 
ALPHASON 

AUDIO ALCHEMY 
AUDIOSTATIC 

AURA 
B8cW 

BEYER 
BOSTON 

CERWIN VEGA 
CONRAD JOHNSON 

GOLDRING 
INFINITY 
JAMO 
JVC 
KEF 

KEN WOOD 
KINSHAW 

MIRCROMEGA 
MORDAUNT—SHORT 

MOTH 
NAKAMICHI 
ORIGIN LIVE 

PHILIPS 
PIONEER 
PROCEED 
PROJECT 

ROTEL 
RUARK 
SANSUI 

STAX 
SME 

SYSTEMDEK 
TEAC 

TECHNICS 
THORENS 

TOWNSHEND 

MLA 
TEAC 
VRDS 7 

D700/P700 
NOW ON 

DEMONSTRATION 

We also stock a large 
range of TV's/Video's 

from 

AKAI, HITACHI, JVC 
MITSUBISHI, PANASONIC 

PHILIPS, SAMSUNG 
SHARP, TOSHIBA 

Coming Soon: 
Large range of 
NTSC Laserdiscs 
will be available 
from November 

MICROMEGA 
T-DAC 
T-DRIVE 

the first front loading 
transport from Micromega 

SALE ON NEW AND EX-DEM HI-FI 
Audi Alchomy DDE V1.0 
Motif ( Conrad Johnson) MS2001 200 Watt Power Amp 
Motif 4.Conrad Johnscn) MP11 rhon Stago 
Conrcd Johnson MF200 200 Watt Power Amp 
Oracle Alexandria inc. SMES45 arm 
Oracle Delphi Ill 
Alphason Sonata inc. HR100/Atlas 
Toac D500 D/A C ny rtor 
SID-AG.-344s4Gs434 
SD Acoustics SD4 
Nakamichi 1000mbi 

n 
ex-dem 
ox dom 
ex-dem 
new 
ex-dem 
ex-dem 
ox dom 
ox dom 
ex-dem 
new 

RRP 
4244; 

4000.00 
2250.00 
2400.00 
1890.00 
1595.00 
1785.00 
4,4)48 

-1-6404Q 
700.00 

4500.00 

UPTO 50% OFF 

NOW 
295.00 

2400.00 
44-244P 
1800.00 
945.00 
950.00 
1160.00 
265.00 
825.00 
455.00 

2295.00 

ACCESSORIES FROM: 

AKG, ALPHASON, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIOTECHNICA, BEYER, CABLETALK, 
FOUNDATION, FURJKAWA, GOLDRING, IXOS, KONTAK, LYRA, LYNWOOD, 
MONSTER, ORTOFON, QED, SENNHEISER, SONIC LINK, SOUND STYLE, 
STRAIGHTWIRE, STANDS UNIQUE, SUMIKO, SUPRA, TOWNSHEND, XL0, 
VAN DEN HUL 

ASK Electronics Ltd. 
248-250 Tottenham Court Road 

London 
W1P 9AD 

071 637 0353/0590 

251 Tottenham Court Road 
London W1P 9AD 

071 323 2747 

Harp Electronics Ltd 
237 Tottenham Court Road 

London 
W1P 9AD 

071 636 4611 



THE HI-FI LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS 

Ask a Hi-Fi dealer to upgrade your system, and he'll sell you ever 
more expensive bits of hardware, giving you a constantly changing 
sound, new solutions producing more problems which can only be 
solved with more expensive equipment. The harder you try, the 
more it costs and the less satisfying the results. This is the well 
known Hi-Fi law of diminishing returns. We have an alternative: 

THE RATA LAW OF INCREASING RETURNS 

Why buy new equipment when it makes more sense to realise the 
full potential of your existing equipment. Don't replace it, upgrade 
it; it's cheaper. Most equipment can be transformed by us for the 
cost of a dozen CDs. Magic? No - logic! To find out how we do 
it, ask for our new free Catalogue; it provides discussion, analysis 
and a definitive resource of audiophile components and advice on 
the art of recreating music in the home. 

Russ Andrews 
Audiophile Catalogue 
Includes :-
• CD Players, Preamplifiers, Disc 

Preamplifiers, Power Amplifiers, 

• Loudspeakers 

• Kimber Kable 

• Upgrading Services and Guides 

• Audiophile Kits and Components 

• Accessories 

• Reviews 

1 993 Edition 2 Available Now 

RATA 

Edge Bank House, 

Skelsmergh, 

Kendal, 

Westmorland, LA8 9AS 

Tel: 0539 823247 

Fax: 0539 823317 

UK: Post Frte, 

Europe: 3 International Reply Coupons. 

Overseas: Send US S3 bill or four IRC 1 




